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Abstract 
Engineers are researching solutions to resolve many of today’s technical challenges. 
Numerical techniques are used to solve the mathematical models in engineering 
problems. Many of the mathematical models of engineering problems are expressed in 
terms of Boundary Value Problems, which are partial differential equations with 
boundary conditions. Two of the most popular techniques for solving partial differential 
equations are the Finite Element Method and the Finite Difference Method. In the last 
few decades another numerical technique has been increasingly used to solve 
mathematical models in engineering research, the B-spline Collocation Method. A 
collocation method involves satisfying a differential equation to some tolerance at a finite 
number of points, called collocation points. The B-spline Collocation Method does have a 
few distinct advantages over the Finite Element and Finite Difference Methods. The 
advantage over the Finite Difference Method is that the B-spline Collocation Method 
efficiently provides a piecewise-continuous, closed form solution. An advantage over the 
Finite Element Method is that the B-spline Collocation Method procedure is simpler and 
it is easy to apply to many problems involving partial differential equations. Although 
there are some advantages to using the B-spline Collocation Method, there are also 
disadvantages. The main disadvantage of the B-spline Collocation Method compared to 
the Finite Element Method is that the Finite Element Method is better for computation 
where complex geometries are involved. The B-spline Collocation Method is suitable for 
use with standard geometries, like rectangles. The B-spline Collocation Method has been 
used in fluid flow problems with a great deal of success, but has not been used to solve 
Mechanics of Materials type problems.  
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The current research involves developing, and extensively documenting, a 
comprehensive, step-by-step procedure for applying the B-spline Collocation Method to 
the solution of Boundary Value problems. The simplicity of this approximation technique 
makes it an ideal candidate for computer implementation. Therefore, a symbolic Matlab 
code was developed, that calculates and plots everything necessary to apply this 
technique to a wide variety of boundary value problems. In addition, the current research 
involves applying the B-spline Collocation Method to solve the mathematical model that 
arises in the deflection of a geometrically nonlinear, cantilevered beam. The solution is 
then compared to a known solution found in the literature. 
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1 Introduction 
Engineers are researching solutions to resolve many of today’s technical challenges. 
Numerical techniques are used to solve the mathematical models in engineering problems. 
Many of the mathematical models of engineering problems are expressed in terms of partial 
differential equations. Two of the most popular techniques for solving partial differential 
equations are the Finite Element Method and the Finite Difference Method. The Finite 
Element Method involves dividing the domains into a finite number of sub domains called 
elements and placing nodes at predetermined locations around the elements boundary. The 
Finite Element Method finds the solution at each of the nodes very accurately. The elements, 
along with the nodes, form the mesh, which can be refined to provide any level of accuracy 
desired. An advantage of the Finite Element Method is that each element can have its own 
distinct geometry of varying complexities. This is extremely useful in solving complicated 
problems with unusual geometrical shapes or boundaries. Another one of the computational 
techniques used to solve mathematical models today is the Finite Difference Method. In the 
Finite Difference Method, a solution is derived at a finite number of points by approximating 
the derivatives at each of them. The accuracy of this method is based on the refinement level 
of the grid points where the solution is being evaluated. 
In the last few years another numerical technique has been increasingly used to solve 
mathematical models in engineering research, the B-spline Collocation Method. A 
collocation method involves satisfying a differential equation to some tolerance at a finite 
number of points, called collocation points. The B-spline Collocation Method has a few 
distinct advantages over the Finite Element and Finite Difference Methods. The advantage 
over the Finite Difference Method is that the B-spline Collocation Method provides a 
piecewise-continuous, closed form solution. An advantage over the Finite Element Method is 
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that the B-spline Collocation Method procedure is simpler and easy to apply to many 
problems involving differential equations. This technique has been used in fluid flow 
problems with a great deal of success and more recently, some research has been conducted 
using the technique on computational aero acoustic [47] and biology [30] problems. 
However, for problems with complex geometries with curved boundaries, the Finite Element 
Method is still the computational technique of choice for most researchers. 
This thesis explores the B-spline Collocation Method procedure in depth and lays the 
foundation for future research necessary to apply it to computational mechanics problems. In 
order to show the simplicity and accuracy of the B-spline Collocation Method, the deflection 
of a geometrically non-linear, cantilevered beam was calculated using the B-spline 
Collocation Method and compared to a known solution [10] found in the literature. To get to 
that point, a few steps needed to be completed. 
1. The properties of B-spline curves and surfaces were thoroughly researched. 
2. A thorough review of the research literature available for the B-spline Collocation 
Method, as well as, Geometrically Non-linear problems was conducted. 
3. A comprehensive, step-by-step procedure was developed and extensively documented 
for applying the B-spline Collocation Method to the solution of Boundary Value 
problems. 
4. A symbolic Matlab code was developed that can be easily extended to solve many 
Boundary Value problems.  
The first step was to research the properties of B-spline curves and surfaces. Unfortunately, 
the research papers that used the B-spline Collocation Method to solve different types of 
problems left out many, if not all, of the details required to understand B-splines. A great 
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deal of information on the properties of B-spline curves and surfaces was found in the Rogers 
[40], deBoor [6], Farin [9] and Prautzsch [35] books.  
 As stated previously, a great deal of research has been done in the past decade on 
applying the B-spline Collocation Method to fluid flow problems. A collocation method is 
based on evaluating the accuracy of a differential equation at a finite set of collocation points. 
This fluid flow research has yielded multiple methods for the determination of the 
collocation points. Fairweather and Meade [8] present a summary of the spline collocation 
methods for boundary value problems with an outstanding compilation of references. Their 
summary states that there are four types of spline collocation methods used in engineering 
research. They are: 
1. Nodal which satisfies the differential equation at each distinct knot location (nodes) on 
which the spline is defined. 
2. Orthogonal which satisfies the differential equation by collocating at the roots of 
orthogonal polynomials in each subinterval of the partition for which the spline is 
defined. 
3. Extrapolated/Modified is a modified nodal method that achieves an optimal rate of 
convergence on a uniform partition.  
4. Collocation-Galerkin combines the advantages of spline collocation with the 
advantages of the Galerkin finite element analysis methods [8]. 
Research has been done on all four types of spline collocation methods and many variations 
on each of them have been developed. For instance, Botella [3] used a nodal technique that 
took the maximum of the B-spline basis functions as collocation points for solving the 
Navier-Stokes equation, but he could not account for the pressure terms. DeBoor and Swartz 
[7] used an orthogonal collocation approach that used the Gaussian points as collocation 
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points. The Gaussian points are the zeroes of the appropriate degree Legendre polynomials 
over the normalized knot interval. Johnson [18] compared using nodal and orthogonal 
collocation with nodal collocation at the Greville Abscissa points. He determined that using 
the Greville Abscissa was more convenient and did not result in a loss of accuracy. He also 
devised a method, called the Boundary Residual method [19], for including the pressure 
terms in the Navier-Stokes equation. Mazzia, Sestini and Trigiante [33] analyzed the 
convergence of multiple methods that have the collocation points coinciding with the knot 
points. This approach was validated by Saka and Dag [41], when they compared the B-spline 
results with the computed results of the Burgers’ equation and modified Burgers’ equation. 
Ramadan, El-Danaf and Alaal [36] use seventh order B-splines with collocation points 
uniformly distributed to solve the nonlinear Burgers Equation. Jator and Sinkala [17] devised 
a method where the collocation points form a strictly increasing sequence of points in the 
domain. Khattak and ul-Islam [26] compared the B-spline basis functions with a Radial basis 
function and had very similar results. 
Another area where a much research has been done is mesh creation and refinement 
for two dimensional problems. Guzman and Morillo [13] use B-splines to define the domain 
of an unstructured mesh. Karim and Moser [43] defined an algorithm for two dimensional B-
splines that allows the local refinement of the mesh in areas where it is required. Mesh 
refinement helps approximate the boundary layer of fluid flow problems by allowing an 
increase, or decrease if necessary, of node points in the region. 
Once mesh refinement was possible, much of the work done was approximating the 
solution of singularly perturbed fluid flow problems. Most perturbation problems are solved 
by setting the small parameter to zero and converging on a solution. A singular perturbed 
problem cannot be solved by setting the small parameter to zero because it multiplies its 
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highest order differentials. This is a problem that arises in the boundary layer and therefore 
the boundary conditions cannot be satisfied in the governing differential equation. One of the 
more recent researchers, Kadalbajoo, et al, uses piecewise-uniform mesh points as 
collocation points. Kadalbajoo with Yadaw [20] used that collocation method to approximate 
a solution for a two parameter, singularly perturbed, convection-diffusion boundary value 
problem. With Kumar [21], Kadalbajoo used the same collocation strategy on a problem with 
an additional small delay factor. On another singularly perturbed convection-diffusion 
problem, Kadalbajoo, with coauthor Gupta [22] used that same piecewise-uniform mesh 
collocation strategy. Kadalbajoo and Arora [23] approximate the solution to a singularly 
perturbed problem by redefining the problem to include artificial viscosity, which is 
determined later. In order to solve a time dependant problem, Kadalbajoo, Awasthi and 
Gupta [24] use the piecewise-uniform collocation strategy on a singularly perturbed, linear 
convection-diffusion problem. Kadalbajoo and Aggaewal [25] approximate the solution of a 
self adjoint, singularly perturbed boundary value problem. To solve a problem that arises in 
biology, Lin, Li and Cheng [30] use B-splines to solve a singularly perturbed boundary value 
problem, with the use of wavelet functions. Rao and Kumar [37] used an optimization 
technique to select collocation points on a self adjoint, singularly perturbed boundary value 
problem. They compared a third order with two intermediate points with a solution from a 
paper using a seventh order smooth B-spline. Using a nodal collocation scheme, Rao and 
Kumar [38] also approximated the solution of a self adjoint, singularly perturbed boundary 
value problem in the space of an exponential B-spline. 
Fluid flow problems are not the only areas where research is being conducted. For 
instance, Widjaja, Ooi, Chen and Manasseh [47] apply the B-spline collocation method to 
spinning co-rotating vortices. Their B-spline collocation method allows mesh points to be 
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placed arbitrarily, which allows them to avoid using mapping functions currently used in 
Computational Aero-Acoustics. Ghoneim [11] applies the B-spline collocation method with 
the smoothest open-uniform knot vector, orthogonal collocation points and Greville Abscissa 
for the control points to get the solution for the axial stretching of a composite hyperbolic 
structure. Ghoneim and Santos [12] applies the same method to approximate the axial 
stretching of a composite barrel shaped shell structure. Hou, Yin and Wang [14] applied the 
B-spline collocation method, using equal distance nodes as collocation points, to a variable 
thickness conical shell. Wu, Chung and Huang [49] use a Radial Spline Collocation method 
that does not require the collocation points to be equally spaced.  This increases the accuracy 
when there are discontinuities in the load distribution, geometry or material properties of the 
beam. Sun [44] uses orthogonal, cubic, B-spline collocation for solving the equations of 
linear elasticity 
 Most of the work that had been done on solving non-linear mechanics problems was 
conducted earlier last century. Von Karman [46] provides a nice summary of the techniques 
applied to solve large deflection problems before 1940. Bisshopp and Drucker [2] solve the 
large deflection cantilevered beam problem with elliptical integrals. It has become an 
increasingly popular area of research recently with alternative approaches to solving these 
problems being developed. Howell and Midha [15] develop a parametric approximation for 
the large deflection of a cantilevered beam by constructing a pseudo-rigid body that assumes 
the beam will follow a near circular path. Luo [31] developed an approximation theory for 
geometrically non-linear thin plates by using the physical strains and equilibrium equations 
of the plate and measuring the exact geometry of the deformed middle surface. This, 
according to them, eliminated the requirements of the constitutive laws, because the physical 
strains were used. 
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One of the contributions of this thesis was to thoroughly document the B-spline 
Collocation Method in a very simple and easy to follow format. The example problems were 
solved in a step by step manner that any individual studying engineering or mathematics can 
follow and use the same technique to solve additional problems. The other contribution of 
this thesis was to apply the B-spline Collocation Method to solve a geometrically nonlinear 
beam problem. This will eliminate the need for the use of the elliptical integrals, which can 
be difficult to work with, in the solution of the large deflection problem. The work of 
Johnson [18], utilizing the Greville Abscissa as collocation points, is expanded upon and 
shown to be a far simpler approach than the elliptical integrals approach.  
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, the properties and components that make up the B-spline 
functions, as well as their derivatives, is discussed in great detail. In Chapter 3, a 
comprehensive, step-by-step procedure is developed and applied to the solutions of one 
dimensional, under damped and over damped boundary value problems with Dirichlet 
Boundary Conditions. These problems are worked out with intermediate knot points inserted, 
as well as, the smoothest, higher order knot vectors. In addition, a fourth order, linear Euler-
Bernoulli beam problem is solved with both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions and 
compared to the known solution. This example is very important because it shows, step-by-
step, how to solve a higher order boundary value problem, with multiple types of boundary 
conditions. At the end of Chapter 3 is an in-depth discussion on the accuracy of this B-spline 
Collocation Method. In Chapter 4, the step-by-step procedure for the one dimensional B-
spline function is applied to two dimensional heat transfer problems. Once again, problems 
with both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are solved and compared to solutions 
from ANSYS Finite Element Analysis software. Finally, the geometrically nonlinear beam 
problem is solved in Chapter 5. The solution is compared to a previously documented 
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solution by Frisch-Fay [10], in Chapter 2 of his book ‘Flexible Bars’. In his solution, Frisch-
Fay goes through a very complex process to reach his solution. The B-spline solution 
developed here is found to be very accurate and far simpler to solve. 
The simplicity of this approximation technique makes it an ideal candidate for 
computer implementation. In the Appendix of this thesis is a symbolic Matlab code for every 
example problem shown. The Matlab code, with a few modifications and inputs, calculates 
and plots everything necessary to implement this technique on a wide variety of boundary 
value problems. With the research documented on the B-spline Collocation Method and the 
development of the symbolic Matlab code, a solid foundation for future research has been 
laid. 
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2 B-spline Background 
2.1 Introduction 
A spline is a continuous piecewise curve used to approximate a solution to a 
mathematical problem. A spline curve is dependant upon a relationship between the basis 
function and the vertices of a defining polygon. The B-spline curve has its own type of basis 
function, known as the B-spline basis, to establish the relationship with the defining polygon. 
That relationship for the B-spline curve, P (t), is defined by the equation ∑
+
=
=
1
1
,
)()(
n
i
kii tNBtP , 
where iB are the position vectors of the n + 1 defining polygon vertices and )(, tN ki  are the 
normalized basis functions. The order ‘k’ of the basis function results in a polynomial of 
degree, n, where n = k - 1. This equation will be discussed in detail later in the chapter. One 
property of the B-spline curve is that it must lie entirely within the convex hull of the 
defining polygon, as shown in Figure 1.  
  
Figure 1 Defining Polygon with Five Vertices 
 
Red: Defining Polygon 
Blue: B-Spline Function 
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Other types of splines are used in the mathematical and engineering fields. Another 
popular type of spline, the Bezier spline, uses the Bernstein basis function to establish the 
relationship. However, the B-spline basis function has a few advantages over the Bernstein 
basis function. One advantage is that the order (k) of the basis function can be reduced, 
resulting in a curve with a lower degree (k-1), without affecting the approximations accuracy. 
This can be accomplished by changing the number of vertices in the defining polygon with 
the addition of intermediate points to the knot vector. Another advantage is that the B-spline 
curves behave in a non-global manner, with each vertex, Bi, associated to a unique basis 
function. This means that each vertex affects only the shape of the curve over a range of 
values where the basis function has a value greater than zero. That behavior is helpful when a 
local refinement to the function is necessary. 
Some very important properties of the B-spline curve that will help solve and 
troubleshoot problems are: 
• P(t) is a polynomial of degree k – 1 on each interval 1+<≤ ii xtx  
• P(t) and its derivatives of order 1,2 ,…,k – 2 are all continuous over the entire curve 
• The sum of the B-spline basis functions for any parameter value ‘t’ can  be shown to 
be 1)(
1
1
,
≡∑
+
=
n
i
ki tN  
• Each basis function is positive or zero for all parameter values 
• Except for k=1 each basis function has one maximum value 
• The maximum order in the smoothest of the curves is equal to the number of defining 
polygon vertices 
• The curve does not oscillate about any straight line more often than its defining 
polygon 
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• The curve generally follows the shape of the defining polygon 
• The curve is transformed by transforming the defining polygon vertices 
• The curve lies within the convex hull of its defining polygon 
• Ck-2 continuous at each transition point, called knot points, and Ck-1 continuous 
elsewhere 
2.2 B-spline Curve Components 
In order to calculate B-spline curves three things are required: 
1. Knot Vectors. 
2. Basis Functions. 
3. Control Points. 
Once the knot vector is selected and the basis functions and control points are 
calculated, the B-spline curve can be derived. The resulting B-spline curve, P(t) 
approximates the solution to a predefined boundary value problem that can be locally 
controlled by the location of the vertices of the defining polygon. The B-spline curve is given 
by the equation: 
∑
+
=
=
1
1
,
)()(
n
i
kii tNBtP  maxmin ttt <≤ , 12 +≤≤ nk     (1) 
where Bi are the position vectors of the n + 1 defining polygon vertices. In the B-spline curve 
calculation, the basis functions that are used are only the ones that represent the highest 
order, k. A typical expansion of a third order, (k = 3) B-spline curve would look like this:  
∑
+
=
=
1
1
,
)()(
n
i
kii tNBtP  
)()()()( 3,333,223,11 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
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2.2.1 Knot Vectors 
The selection of the knot vectors is very important to the creation of the B-spline. 
Their selection determines the order of the resulting polynomial and the size of intervals that 
each B-spline basis function represents. In addition, the smoothness of the curve is 
determined by the choice of the knot vector. The knot vector chosen must provide sufficient 
resolution to approximate the solution of the mathematical problem. 
There are 3 different types of knot vectors used. They are: 
1. Uniform: Individual knot values are evenly spaced. 
2. Open-Uniform: Multiplicity of knot values at ends equal to the order of the B-
spline curve and internal knot values are evenly spaced. 
3. Non-Uniform: Unequally spaced and/or multiple internal knot values. 
In this thesis, open-uniform knot vectors are used exclusively to calculate B-spline curves 
and basis functions. The number of control points and basis functions when the open-uniform 
knot vector is used is equal to (k + m), where ‘k’ is the order and ‘m’ is the number of 
internal points in the knot vector.  When there are no internal knot points, the B-spline basis 
reduces to the Bernstein basis, rendering the smoothest curve. In this special case, the 
resulting B-spline curve is a Bezier curve. Some examples with the corresponding order (k) 
and number of internal points in the knot vector (m) are; 
[0 0 0 1 1 1]   k = 3, m = 0 
[0 0 0 1 2 2 2]   k = 3, m = 1 
[0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1]  k = 4, m = 0 
[0 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 3 3]  k = 4, m = 2 
In order to make the algorithm simpler and faster to solve, they also can be 
normalized, prior to the calculation of the basis functions. To do this, divide all the 
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components of the vector by the largest value ‘h’ in the knot vector. However, note that this 
normalization will have to be accounted for in the collocation process. 
Example: [0 0 0 1 2 2 2]  h = 2, k = 3 
[0 0 0 ½ 1 1 1] Normalized 
2.2.2  Basis Functions 
Once the knot vector has been selected, the B-spline basis function can be calculated. 
The B-spline basis function )(
,
tN ki  is defined by a recursive relationship that is known as the 
Cox-deBoor recursion formula. 
otherwise
xtx
tN iii
1
1, 0
1)( +<≤



=        (2) 
1
1,1
1
1,
,
)()()()()(
++
−++
−+
−
−
−
+
−
−
=
iki
kiki
iki
kii
ki
xx
tNtx
xx
tNxt
tN     (3) 
Where ‘i’ is a counter and ‘k’ is the order of the basis function. The values of xi are elements 
of the predetermined knot vector that satisfies the relationship 1+≤ ii xx . The basis functions 
and the knot vector are defined in terms of the parameter ‘t’, which is a coordinate in 
parametric space and may or may not coincide with any of the Cartesian coordinates. The 
parameter t will vary from tmin to tmax along the B-spline curve. Also during calculation, the 
convention of 0/0 = 0 must be adopted for the recursion to work. Their calculation is 
completely driven by the predetermined knot vector. The order (k) of the basis functions 
corresponds to an approximating B-spline polynomial of (k-1) degrees.  
Here is an example for the following knot vector [0 0 0 1 1 1], with k = 3, using the 
Cox-deBoor recursion relationship in equations (1) and (2): 
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otherwise
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0)(1,1 =tN ;  0)(1,2 =tN ;  1)(1,3 =tN ;  0)(1,4 =tN ; 
0)(2,1 =tN ;  ttN −= 1)(2,2 ; ttN =)(2,3 ;  0)(2,4 =tN ; 
2
3,1 )1()( ttN −= ; )1(2)(3,2 tttN −= ; 23,3 )( ttN = ;  0)(3,4 =tN  
By plotting all three of the k = 3 basis functions, which are shown in Figure 2, a great 
deal of information can be derived. Notice that at any value of t, the sum of all of the basis 
functions is equal to a value of one. Also notice the degree of the basis function curves. The 
curves of these basis functions are 2nd degree, which corresponds to the 3rd order B-spline. 
Another property to observe is that the first basis function, )(
,1 tN k , always starts at a value of 
one and ends at a value of zero, for the functions with no intermediate points in the knot 
vector. Conversely, the last basis function, )(
,
tN ki , starts at a value of zero and ends at one. 
The intermediate basis function starts and ends at values of 0, respectively. 
 
Figure 2 Basis Functions for k = 3 
N1, 3 
N2, 3 
N3, 3 
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Here is an example for the following knot vector [0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1] , with k = 4, using 
the Cox-deBoor recursion relationship in equations (1) and (2): 
0)(1,1 =tN ;      0)(1,2 =tN ; 0)(1,3 =tN ; 1)(1,4 =tN ;  0)(1,5 =tN ; 
0)(2,1 =tN ; 0)(2,2 =tN ; ttN −= 1)(2,3 ;  ttN =)(2,4 ; 0)(2,5 =tN ; 
0)(3,1 =tN ; 23,2 )1()( ttN −= ;  )1(2)(3,3 −−= tttN ;  23,4 )( ttN = ;  0)(3,5 =tN ; 
3
4,1 )1()( ttN −= ;    24,2 )1(3)( −= tttN ;  )1(3)( 24,3 −−= tttN ;    34,4 )( ttN = ;  0)(4,5 =tN  
By plotting all four of the k = 4 basis functions, which are shown in Figure 3, all of 
the same information and properties from the previous k = 3 example still apply. Notice now 
that both of the intermediate functions start and end at values of 0. Also notice the curves of 
these basis functions are 3rd degree, which corresponds to the 4th order B-spline. 
 
Figure 3 Basis Functions for k = 4 
 
N1,4 N4,4 
N2,4 N3,4 
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In order to show the differences of the basis functions when intermediate points are 
put into the knot vector, here is an example calculating the basis functions for the following 
knot vector [0 0 0 ½ 1 1 1], with k = 3. The basis functions are broken up into two equal 
intervals because it is an open-uniform knot vector. The Cox-deBoor recursion relationship 
in equations (1) and (2), now should be calculated twice, once for each interval. 
For the first interval, 
2
10 <≤ t  
0)(1,1 =tN ;  0)(1,2 =tN ;  1)(1,3 =tN ;  0)(1,4 =tN ; 
0)(2,1 =tN ;  ttN 21)(2,2 −= ; ttN 2)(2,3 = ;  0)(2,4 =tN ; 
2
3,1 )21()( ttN −= ; )32(2)(3,2 tttN −= ; 23,3 2)( ttN = ;  0)(3,4 =tN  
 
Figure 4 Basis Functions for the Interval: 
2
10 <≤ t  
The plots of the first interval basis functions, in Figure 4, show some different 
characteristics from the plots with no intermediate points. Notice now that the second and 
third functions end at the intermediate knot vector point value. 
N1, 3 
N2, 3 
N3, 3 
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For the second interval, 1
2
1
<≤ t  
0)(1,1 =tN ;     0)(1,2 =tN ; 0)(1,3 =tN ; 1)(1,4 =tN ; 0)(1,5 =tN ; 
0)(2,1 =tN ;    0)(2,2 =tN ; ttN 22)(2,3 −= ;  12)(2,4 −= ttN ;  0)(2,5 =tN ; 
0)(3,1 =tN ; 23,2 )1(2)( −= ttN ; 286)( 23,3 −+−= tttN ; 23,4 )21()( ttN −= ;  0)(3,5 =tN  
The plots of the second interval basis functions are shown in Figure 5. Notice now 
that the second and third basis functions start at the intermediate knot vector point value and 
end at a value of zero. Also notice that the first basis function is gone in this interval and a 
fourth one was added. As was the case earlier for the last basis functions, its values start at 
zero and end at one. 
 
Figure 5 Basis Functions for the Interval: 1
2
1
<≤ t  
 By combining the graphs of the two intervals, as seen in Figure 6, the main advantage 
of using intermediate points in the knot vector can be seen. All of the second degree basis 
functions join together at the interval line and form pseudo third degree basis functions. The 
N2, 3 
N4, 3 
N3, 3 
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joined together functions increase the overall accuracy, an advantage typical of a higher order 
function, while not increasing the order of the basis functions. 
 
Figure 6 Basis Functions for the Interval: 10 <≤ t  
Generally, the higher the order of the basis functions, the longer the computation time 
associated with the problem. In addition to the increased time, the higher order also makes 
the solution of under damped problems more susceptible to spurious oscillations. Therefore, 
the addition of intermediate points in the knot vector can help by dividing the basis functions 
into smaller piecewise segments. The smaller piecewise segments have the beneficial effect 
of increasing the resolution of the approximation without increasing the order of the 
functions. 
2.2.3 Control Points 
Once the knot vectors and basis functions have been determined, the last remaining 
element needed to create the B-spline curve is the position vector, Bi. The coordinates that 
make up these vectors are referred to as control points and they locate the vertices of the 
N1, 3 
 
N2, 3 
 
N3, 3 
 
N4, 3 
 
N2, 3 
 
N3, 3 
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defining polygon. The control points are selected in order to yield an accurate approximation 
to the desired curve. 
The method used in this thesis to locate the abscissa control points is the Greville 
Abscissa approach. If the abscissa values of the control points are restricted to lie at the 
Greville Abscissa for the B-spline curve, the parametric coordinate ‘t’ is constrained to the 
‘x’ Cartesian coordinate. The formula for calculating these coordinates is:  
)...(1 11 −++ +++= niiii ttt
n
x    For i=0, 1,…,g-n  (4) 
where ‘n’ is the degree of the basis functions, or k – 1 and ‘g’ is the total number of knots in 
the knot vector. 
Example:  [0 0 0 1 1 1]  k = 3;  n = 2;  m = 6 
 0)00(
2
1)(
2
1
100 =+=+= ttx  
0)00(
2
1)(
2
1
211 =+=+= ttx  
2
1)10(
2
1)(
2
1
322 =+=+= ttx  
1)11(
2
1)(
2
1
433 =+=+= ttx  
1)11(
2
1)(
2
1
544 =+=+= ttx  
If calculated properly, there will always be two repeating values at the ends, one of which 
can be dropped for the purposes of the B-spline curve derivation.  In this example, 0x   and 
4x  will be dropped and 1x , 2x  and 3x  will be used to calculate the B-spline curve. 
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2.3 Derivatives 
 Once the computation of the knot vectors, basis functions and control points is 
completed, the B-spline curves can be calculated. Since computing the B-spline curve to 
approximate the solution of a boundary value problem is the goal of this technique, 
calculating the derivatives of the B-spline curve is necessary. The equations for the first two 
derivatives, with respect to the parameter ‘t’ are: 
∑
+
=
=
1
1
'
,
)()('
n
i
kii tNBtP        (5) 
∑
+
=
=
1
1
''
,
)()(''
n
i
kii tNBtP        (6) 
Also notice once again, that the basis functions that are used are only the ones that represent 
the highest order, k. When using B-spline curves and their derivatives to approximate the 
solution to Boundary Value Problems, typically the boundary conditions are with respect to 
Cartesian coordinates. Since the B-spline curves are functions of the parametric coordinate 
system and B-spline derivatives are with respect to parametric coordinates, they must be 
converted to the Cartesian coordinate system. In addition, the normalizing of the knot vector 
done earlier must also be accounted for. For the first order, the derivative of the basis 
function with respect to ‘x’ is: 
x
tN ki
∂
∂ )(
,




∂
∂
∂
∂
=
x
t
t
tN ki
*
)(
,
      (7) 
It was stated earlier that when the Greville Abscissa are used to compute the control points 
the Cartesian coordinate ‘x’ is constrained to the parametric coordinate ‘t’. That is, x = h * t, 
or 


=



∂
∂
hx
t 1
, where ‘h’ is the largest value of the original knot vector. By substituting this 
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into equation (7), the expression for the first derivative of the basis function with respect to 
the Cartesian coordinate system becomes: 
 



∂
∂
=
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∂
=
•
ht
tN
x
N
N kikiki
1
*
)(
,,
,
      (8) 
Consequently the first derivative of the B-spline function with respect to the Cartesian 
coordinate system then becomes: 
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tNBtP
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,
      (9) 
Similarly, the second derivative of the basis function can be shown to be:  
2
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The second derivative of the B-spline function with respect to the Cartesian coordinate 
system then becomes: 
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In general, it can be shown that: 
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where 
)(
,
a
kiN is the ‘a’th derivative with respect to Cartesian coordinate‘x’ and )(, tN aki  is the 
‘a’th derivative with respect to the parameter‘t’. 
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3 One Dimensional B-spline Collocation 
 The B-spline collocation method involves the determination of knot vectors and 
control points such that the differential equation, or boundary value problem, is satisfied to 
some tolerance at a finite set of collocation points. These collocation points reside on the 
Cartesian abscissa axis. The selection of these points appears to be arbitrary [18] and 
throughout the literature there are many different ways used to select these collocation points. 
As discussed previously, the four main types of spline collocation are the Nodal, Orthogonal, 
Extrapolated/Modified and Collocation-Galerkin approaches. There have been many 
variations of these four types used in the literature to solve mathematical models. 
 For this thesis, a variation on the Nodal type, called the Greville Abscissa approach 
[18-19], has been selected and the collocation points are located at the Greville Abscissa 
points along the Cartesian abscissa axis. Since these points have already been calculated and 
the selection of the collocation points is arbitrary, the Greville Abscissa points are a logical 
selection for the collocation points. Additional benefits of using this approach were 
previously discussed when calculating the derivatives of the B-spline curves. 
 Once the collocation method has been selected, the one dimensional B-spline 
collocation method to approximate a differential equation or boundary value problem 
solution involves following a few steps. 
1. Select the appropriate knot vector 
2. Calculate all required basis functions, using equation (2) and (3) 
3. Calculate abscissa coordinates for the required control points, using the Greville Abscissa 
equation (4) 
4. Calculate the B-spline curve equations and the required B-spline curve derivatives 
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5. If necessary, use the boundary conditions to solve for end ordinate values of control 
points 
6. Substitute B-spline curves and the derivatives into differential equation or boundary 
value problem 
7. Calculate the remaining interior ordinate coordinates of the control points by evaluation 
of the differential equation at the corresponding abscissa of the collocation points 
In order to quantify the approximation results, the error has been calculated at each 
collocation point using the relative error formula: 
100*1% 





−=
Exact
BSplineERR       (14) 
A statistical sampling method has been employed in order to quantify a baseline value for the 
overall approximation procedure. The statistical method chosen for use is the Root Mean 
Squares method. This technique is used throughout industry for tolerance analysis. The 
formula for the Root Mean Squares method is: 
( )∑ ==
N
i i
ERR
N
RMS
1
2%*1       (15) 
A baseline value for a successful approximation has been set at RMS < 0.5% for the entirety 
of this research. One of the objectives of this research is to compare the speed and accuracy 
of the B-spline Collocation Method with two different techniques. The first is by increasing 
the number of internal points in the knot vector and the second is by increasing the 
approximation to a higher order. In order to accomplish this, the B-spline Collocation 
Method solution is compared to analytical solutions that can be easily computed. If an 
analytical situation is not available, selecting convergence criteria would be more applicable 
when calculating the solution at the collocation points. To ensure an even higher level of 
accuracy for the entire approximation, the residuals can be calculated and compared until 
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their values converge. The residuals are the solution errors at points in addition to the 
collocation points. If an even higher level of accuracy is required, increase the density of the 
evaluating points that are calculated. 
Three types of one-dimensional problems were evaluated for this thesis in order to 
calculate the effectiveness of the B-Spline Collocation Method. The approximations of both 
over-damped and un-damped, second order boundary value problems, as well as, a fourth 
order, Euler-Bernoulli beam problem have been evaluated. Please note that to get to the 
solution of each problem, one must go through the same 7 steps mentioned previously. 
3.1 Example 1A  
Over Damped, Second Order ODE Approximated with a Third Order B-spline, 
with No Intermediate Knot Vector Points 
P’’ + 2P’ + P = 0  For 10 << x    Where P’ = 
x∂
∂
 
Boundary Conditions:  P(0) = 0, P(1) = 1 
1. The first step in the B-spline collocation method is to select the appropriate knot vector 
that provides the resolution required for the problem. A third order, open-uniform knot 
vector has been selected. 
  [0 0 0 1 1 1] 
2. The second step is to calculate all required basis functions using equations (2) and(3). 
otherwise
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0)(1,1 =tN ;  0)(1,2 =tN ;  1)(1,3 =tN ;  0)(1,4 =tN ; 
0)(2,1 =tN ;  ttN −= 1)(2,2 ; ttN =)(2,3 ;  0)(2,4 =tN ; 
2
3,1 )1()( ttN −= ; )1(2)(3,2 tttN −= ; 23,3 )( ttN = ;  0)(3,4 =tN  
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By plotting the k = 3 basis functions, the generated curves can be used to verify that the 
calculated basis functions comply with the criteria discussed in the previous chapter. In 
Figure 7, it can be seen that indeed they do meet the required criteria and it is safe to 
move on to the next step. 
 
Figure 7 Basis functions for third order B-spline approximation 
 
3. The next step is to calculate the abscissa coordinates for the control points. Since the 
Greville Abscissa approach has been chosen, use equation (4) to calculate the Greville 
Abscissa for required control points.  
)...(1 11 −++ +++= niiii ttt
n
x    For i=0, 1,…,m-n 
0)00(
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1
100 =+=+= ttx  
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2
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2
1
211 =+=+= ttx  
N1, 3 
N2, 3 
N3, 3 
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2
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433 =+=+= ttx  
1)11(
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2
1
544 =+=+= ttx  
As discussed in the previous chapter, the repeating values of 00 =x  and 14 =x  should be 
dropped. That leaves 01 =x , 2
1
2 =x  and 13 =x  as the abscissa coordinates for the 
control points. 
4. The fourth step is to calculate the appropriate B-spline curve equations and the required 
derivatives for the boundary conditions that need to be met. Since the third term of the 
differential equation and both boundary conditions involve the B-spline curve, it must be 
calculated. The B-spline curve must be calculated, by using equation (1). 
∑
+
=
=
1
1
,
)()(
n
i
kii tNBtP  
)()()()( 3,333,223,11 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
[ ] [ ] [ ]23221 )1(2)1()( tBttBtBtP +−+−=  
Since the second term of the differential equation involves the first derivative, the first 
derivative of the B-spline equation must be calculated, using equation (5). 
  ∑
+
=
=
1
1
'
,
)()('
n
i
kii tNBtP  
  )(')(')(')(' 3,333,223,11 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
  
[ ] [ ] [ ]tBtBtBtP 2)42()1(2)(' 321 +−+−=  
The first term of the differential equation involves the second derivative. The second 
derivative of the B-spline curve can be calculated using equation (6).  
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5. The next step is to use the boundary conditions to solve for end ordinate values of control 
points. Since the Greville Abscissa were used as control points, the parametric coordinate 
‘t’ is constrained to the Cartesian coordinate ’x’ and it becomes a direct substitution. The 
boundary conditions were P(0) = 0 and P(1) = 1. When the B-spline curve, 
[ ] [ ] [ ]23221 )1(2)1()( tBttBtBtP +−+−= , is evaluated at the boundaries, the following 
external ordinate values are calculated to be: 
P(0) = 0B1 = 0 01 =y  
P(1) = 1 B3 = 1 13 =y  
6. The sixth step is to substitute B-spline curve and the derivatives into the differential 
equation, P’’ + 2P’ + P = 0, we get 
[ ] [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ] [ ]{ } 0)1(2)1(2)42()1(222)4(2 23221321321 =+−+−++−+−++−+ tBttBtBtBtBtBBBB
 
Now using the ordinate values from the previous step, the differential equation reduces 
to: [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ]{ } 0)1(22)42(22)4( 2222 =+−++−++− tttBttBB  
7. The seventh step is to calculate the remaining internal ordinate coordinates of the control 
points by evaluation of the previously reduced differential equation, 
[ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ]{ } 0)1(22)42(22)4( 2222 =+−++−++− tttBttBB , at the corresponding abscissa 
coordinates. At‘t’ = ½, the remaining internal ordinate coordinate is calculated to be: 
B2 = =2y  0.82353 
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Now that all of the coordinates for the control points have been calculated, they can be 
substituted into the B-spline curve equation, [ ] [ ] [ ]23221 )1(2)1()( tBttBtBtP +−+−=  to give 
the final equation for the B-spline approximation. Since the B-spline curve is in terms of the 
parametric coordinate system and the desired result is an equation in the Cartesian coordinate 
system, a bit of manipulation is required. As stated earlier, using the Greville Abscissa allows 
a direct substitution of the ‘x’ and‘t’ parameters. The B-spline function approximation 
equation then becomes [ ] [ ]2)1(282353.0)( xxxxP +−= . 
Now a comparison of the B-spline function approximation and the exact solution,  
P(x) = xex −**718.2 , must be done to determine the accuracy of the collocation method. The 
first step to determining the accuracy is to evaluate both the B-spline function approximation 
and the exact solution at the collocation points. Next, calculate the relative error percentage, 
by using equation (14) for each collocation point. These values have been listed in Table 1. 
Point Approximate Exact %Error
0 0 0 0
0.5 0.85714 0.82428 3.99
1 1 0.9999 0.001
Collocation Point Evaluation
 
Table 1 Table of collocation points for Example 1a 
 
Once all of the relative error percentage calculations have been done, the Root Mean Squared 
Error must be computed, by using equation (15). 
RMS Error = 2.3% 
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Figure 8 B-spline solution plotted with the exact solution 
 
The RMS Error of 2.3% is greater than the 0.5% baseline, previously established. By 
plotting the two functions for the entire range, as seen in Figure 8, the areas where refinement 
is necessary can be determined. One method of refinement is to increase the order of the B-
spline Basis Functions. Another method is to add a collocation point within the range where 
the highest error percentage is. By a visual inspection of Figure 8, it can be seen that the 
largest difference between the two functions is within the range of 0.6 < x < 0.8.  The next 
example (1b) shows what will happen when two additional collocation points are added. In 
order to add two collocation points, two intermediate points are added to the knot vector. 
3.2 Example 1B 
Over Damped, Second Order ODE Approximated with a Third Order B-spline, 
with Two Intermediate Knot Vector Points 
P’’ + 2P’ + P = 0  For 10 << x  
Boundary Conditions:  P(0) = 0, P(1) = 1 
1. Once again, the first step is to select the appropriate knot vector. A third order, open-
uniform knot vector with two intermediate points has been selected. 
  [0 0 0 1/3 2/3 1 1 1] 
Exact = Red 
Approximate = Blue 
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2. The next step is to calculate all of the required basis functions for each range of values of 
the parameter ’t’ using equations (2) and (3). 
otherwise
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−
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By plotting the k = 3 basis functions for each interval together, as shown in Figure 9, it can 
be seen that all the required criteria is met and it is safe to move on to the next step. 
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Figure 9 Basis functions for third order B-spline approximation with 
two intermediate Knot Vector points 
3. The third step is to calculate all of the abscissa coordinates values for the required control 
points, using the Greville Abscissa formula, equation (4). 
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Once again, the two repeating values at the ends should be dropped and that will 
leave 01 =x , 6
1
2 =x , 2
1
3 =x , 6
5
4 =x  and 15 =x  as the abscissa coordinates for the 
control points. 
4. The fourth step is to calculate the appropriate B-spline curve equations and the required 
derivatives for the boundary conditions that need to be met. Since the third term of the 
differential equation and both boundary conditions involve the B-spline curve, it must be 
calculated for each range of the parameter‘t’. The B-spline curve must be calculated, by 
using equation (1). 
For 
3
10 <≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
,
)()(
n
i
kii tNBtP  
)()()()( 3,333,223,11 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
[ ] 





+


 −+−=
2
9)94(
2
3)31()(
2
32
2
1
tBttBtBtP
 
For 
3
2
3
1
<≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
,
)()(
n
i
kii tNBtP  
)()()()( 3,443,333,22 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  





 −
+


 +−
−
+




 −
=
2
)31()166(
2
3
2
)32()(
2
4
2
3
2
2
tBttBtBtP
 
For 1
3
2
<≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
,
)()(
n
i
kii tNBtP  
)()()()( 3,553,443,33 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
[ ]2524
2
3 )32()5149(2
3
2
)1(9)( tBttBtBtP −+


 +−
−
+




 −
=
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Since the second term of the differential equation involves the first derivative, the first 
derivative of the B-spline equation must be calculated for each range of the parameter‘t’, 
using equation (5). 
For 
3
10 <≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
'
,
)()('
n
i
kii tNBtP  
   )(')(')(')(' 3,333,223,11 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
   
[ ] [ ] [ ]tBtBtBtP 9276618)(' 321 +−+−=  
For 
3
2
3
1
<≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
'
,
)()('
n
i
kii tNBtP  
)(')(')(')(' 3,443,333,22 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
   
[ ] [ ] [ ]39)189(69)(' 432 −+−+−= tBtBtBtP  
For 1
3
2
<≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
'
,
)()('
n
i
kii tNBtP  
)(')(')(')(' 3,553,443,33 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
   
[ ] [ ] [ ])23(62721)1(9)(' 543 −+−+−= tBtBtBtP  
The first term of the differential equation involves the second derivative. The second 
derivative of the B-spline curve can be calculated for each range of the parameter‘t’, using 
equation (6). 
For 
3
10 <≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
''
,
)()(''
n
i
kii tNBtP  
   )('')('')('')('' 3,333,223,11 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
   
[ ] [ ] [ ]9)27(18)('' 321 BBBtP +−+=  
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For 
3
2
3
1
<≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
''
,
)()(''
n
i
kii tNBtP  
   )('')('')('')('' 3,443,333,22 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
   
[ ] [ ] [ ]9)18(9)('' 432 BBBtP +−+=  
For 1
3
2
<≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
''
,
)()(''
n
i
kii tNBtP  
   )('')('')('')('' 3,553,443,33 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
   
[ ] [ ] [ ]18)27(9)('' 543 BBBtP +−+=  
5. The next step is to use the boundary conditions to solve for end ordinate values of control 
points. Since the Greville Abscissa were used as control points, the parametric coordinate 
‘t’ is constrained to the Cartesian coordinate ’x’ and it becomes a direct substitution. The 
boundary conditions were P(0) = 0 and P(1) = 1. Since the B-spline curve is a function 
over multiple ranges, the appropriate range must be used when calculating the external 
ordinate values. 
For 
3
10 <≤ t   [ ] 





+


 −+−=
2
9)94(
2
3)31()(
2
32
2
1
tBttBtBtP  
 P(0) = 0B1 = 0 01 =y  
For 1
3
2
<≤ t   [ ]2524
2
3 )32()5149(2
3
2
)1(9)( tBttBtBtP −+


 +−
−
+




 −
=  
P(1) = 1B5 = 1 15 =y  
6. The sixth step is to substitute B-spline curves and the derivatives into original differential 
equation, P’’ + 2P’ + P = 0. We get an equation for each range of the parameter ‘t’. 
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For 
3
10 <≤ t  
[ ] [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ] [ ]{ }++−+−++−+ tBtBtBBBB 927661829)27(18 321321  
  [ ] 0
2
9)94(
2
3)31(
2
32
2
1 =












+


 −+−
tBttBtB  
Now using the ordinate values from the previous step, the differential equation for this range 
reduces to: 
[ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ]{ } 0
2
9)94(
2
3927629)27(
2
323232 =












+


 −++−++−
tBttBtBtBBB  
For 
3
2
3
1
<≤ t  
[ ] [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ] [ ]{ }+−+−+−++−+ 39)189(6929)18(9 432432 tBtBtBBBB  
  0
2
)31()166(
2
3
2
)32( 2
4
2
3
2
2 =











 −
+


 +−
−
+




 − tBttBtB  
For 1
3
2
<≤ t  
[ ] [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ] [ ]{ }+−+−+−++−+ )23(62721)1(9218)27(9 543543 tBtBtBBBB  
  [ ] 0)32()5149(
2
3
2
)1(9 2
5
2
4
2
3 =






−+


 +−
−
+




 −
tBttBtB  
Once again using the ordinate values from the previous step, the differential equation for this 
range reduces to: 
[ ] [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ] [ ]{ }+−+−+−++−+ )23(62721)1(9218)27(9 4343 ttBtBBB  
  [ ] 0)32()5149(
2
3
2
)1(9 22
4
2
3 =






−+


 +−
−
+




 −
tttBtB  
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7. The seventh step is to calculate the remaining internal ordinate coordinates of the control 
points by evaluation of the previously reduced differential equation, using the appropriate 
range. At ‘t’ = 0.1667, using the equation for the range 
3
10 <≤ t , 
[ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ]{ } 0
2
9)94(
2
3927629)27(
2
323232 =












+


 −++−++−
tBttBtBtBBB , 
the equation reduces to: -23.375B2 +12.125 B3 = 0. 
At ‘t’ = 0.5000, using the equation for the range 
3
2
3
1
<≤ t , 
[ ] [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ] [ ]{ }+−+−+−++−+ 39)189(6929)18(9 432432 tBtBtBBBB  
  0
2
)31()166(
2
3
2
)32( 2
4
2
3
2
2 =











 −
+


 +−
−
+




 − tBttBtB , 
the equation reduces to: 6.125B2 - 17.25 B3 + 12.125B4 = 0. 
At ‘t’ = 0.8333, using the equation for the range 1
3
2
<≤ t , 
[ ] [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ] [ ]{ }+−+−+−++−+ )23(62721)1(9218)27(9 4343 ttBtBBB
[ ] 0)32()5149(
2
3
2
)1(9 22
4
2
3 =






−+


 +−
−
+




 −
tttBtB , 
the equation reduces to: 6.125B3 -  29.375 B4 = -24.25. 
With three equations and three unknowns, use Linear Algebra to solve for the remaining 
values for the internal ordinate coordinates: 










−
=




















−
−
−
25.24
0
0
375.29125.60
125.1225.17125.6
0125.12375.23
4
3
2
B
B
B
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The remaining internal ordinate coordinates are calculated to be: 
B2 = =2y  0.4497   B3 = =3y  0.8670  
B4 = =4y  1.0063 
Now that all of the coordinates for the control points have been calculated, they can be 
substituted into the B-spline function equation, to give the final equation for the B-spline 
approximation for each range.  
For 
3
10 <≤ x    xxxP )16932.26982.2()( −=  
For 
3
2
3
1
<≤ x    )0476.0)(715.1(2512.1)( +−−= xxxP  
For 1
3
2
<≤ x    )2375.0)(1820.2(6837.0)( +−−= xxxP  
Now, once again, a comparison of the B-spline function approximation and the exact 
solution, P(x) = xex −**718.2 , must be done to determine the accuracy of the collocation 
method. The first step to determining the accuracy is to evaluate both the B-spline function 
approximation and the exact solution at the collocation points. Next, calculate the relative 
error percentage, by using equation (14) for each collocation point. These values have been 
listed in Table 2. 
Point Approximate Exact %Error
0 0 0 0
0.1667 0.38947 0.38346 1.568
0.5 0.83228 0.8243 0.971
0.8333 0.9873 0.9844 0.301
1 1 0.9999 0.001
Collocation Point Evaluation
 
Table 2 Table of collocation points for Example 1b 
 
Once all of the relative error percentage calculations have been done, the Root Mean Squared 
Error must be computed, by using equation (15).  
RMS Error = 0.84% 
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Figure 10 B-spline solution plotted with the exact solution 
  
The RMS Error of 0.84% is still greater than the 0.5% baseline that was previously 
established, but substantially less than the 2.3% from the previous example. In fact, by 
plotting the two functions for the entire range, as seen in Figure 10, it can be shown that the 
B-spline approximation is much closer to the exact solution. This increase in the precision of 
the approximation is achieved by just inserting two intermediate points in the knot vector. As 
previously discussed, another way to increase the accuracy is to increase the order of the 
approximation. Figure 11, shows the solution plotted for the knot vector [0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1]. 
The RMS error for this solution is calculated to be 0.036%, well below the 0.5% threshold. 
 
Figure 11 5th Order B-spline solution plotted with the exact solution 
 
Exact = Red 
Approximate = Blue 
Exact = Red 
Approximate = Blue 
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 It can be seen from the previous examples that the B-spline Collocation Method is 
extremely efficient at approximating the solutions of over damped boundary value problems. 
The next example will take the B-spline Collocation Method, using exactly the same steps, 
and apply it to a simple un-damped problem. 
3.3 Example 2 
Un-Damped, Second Order ODE Approximated with a Third Order B-spline, 
with No Intermediate Knot Vector Points 
0'' 2 =+ PP λ    For 10 << x    Where 4=λ  
Boundary Conditions:  P(0) = 0, P(1) = 1 
1. The first step in the B-spline collocation method is to select the appropriate knot vector 
that provides the resolution required for the problem. A third order, open-uniform knot 
vector has been selected. 
  [0 0 0 1 1 1] 
2. The second step is to calculate all required basis functions using equations (2) and (3). 
The basis functions for this knot vector were calculated in Example 1a and are: 
2
3,1 )1()( ttN −= ; )1(2)(3,2 tttN −= ; 23,3 )( ttN = ;  0)(3,4 =tN . 
3. The next step is to calculate the abscissa coordinates for the control points. Since the 
Greville Abscissa approach has been chosen, use equation (4) to calculate the Greville 
Abscissa for required control points. These also were calculated in Example 1a. Once 
again, the repeating values of 00 =x  and 14 =x  should be dropped. That leaves 01 =x , 
2
1
2 =x  and 13 =x  as the abscissa coordinates for the control points. 
4. The fourth step is to calculate the appropriate B-spline curve equations and the required 
derivatives for the boundary conditions that need to be met. Since the third term of the 
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differential equation and both boundary conditions involve the B-spline curve, it must be 
calculated. The B-spline curve must be calculated, by using equation (1). 
∑
+
=
=
1
1
,
)()(
n
i
kii tNBtP  
)()()()( 3,333,223,11 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
[ ] [ ] [ ]23221 )1(2)1()( tBttBtBtP +−+−=  
Since the second term of the differential equation involves the first derivative, the first 
derivative of the B-spline curve must be calculated, using equation (5). 
  ∑
+
=
=
1
1
'
,
)()('
n
i
kii tNBtP  
  )(')(')(')(' 3,333,223,11 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
  
[ ] [ ] [ ]tBtBtBtP 2)42()1(2)(' 321 +−+−=  
The first term of the differential equation involves the second derivative. The second 
derivative of the B-spline curve can be calculated using equation (6). 
 ∑
+
=
=
1
1
''
,
)()(''
n
i
kii tNBtP  
  )('')('')('')('' 3,333,223,11 tNBtNBtNBtP ++=  
  
[ ] [ ] [ ]2)4(2)('' 321 BBBtP +−+=  
5. The next step is to use the boundary conditions to solve for end ordinate values of control 
points. Since the Greville Abscissa were used as control points, the parametric coordinate 
‘t’ is constrained to the Cartesian coordinate ’x’ and it becomes a direct substitution. The 
boundary conditions were P(0) = 0 and P(1) = 1. When the B-spline curve, 
[ ] [ ] [ ]23221 )1(2)1()( tBttBtBtP +−+−= , is evaluated at the boundaries, the following 
external ordinate values are calculated to be: 
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P(0) = 0B1 = 0 01 =y  
P(1) = 1 B3 = 1 13 =y  
6. The sixth step is to substitute B-spline curve and the derivatives into the differential 
equation, 0'' 2 =+ PP λ  , where 4=λ , and we get: 
[ ] [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ] [ ]{ } 0)1(2)1(162)4(2 23221321 =+−+−++−+ tBttBtBBBB . 
Now using the ordinate values from the previous step, the differential equation reduces 
to: [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ]{ } 0)1(2162)4( 222 =+−++− tttBB . 
7. The seventh step is to calculate the remaining internal ordinate coordinates of the control 
points by evaluation of the previously reduced differential equation, 
[ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ]{ } [ ] [ ]{ } 0)1(22)42(22)4( 2222 =+−++−++− tttBttBB , at the corresponding abscissa 
coordinates. At‘t’ = ½, the remaining internal ordinate coordinate is calculated to be: 
B2 = =2y  -1.5000 
Now that all of the coordinates for the control points have been calculated, they can 
be substituted into the B-spline curve equation, [ ] [ ] [ ]23221 )1(2)1()( tBttBtBtP +−+−=  to 
give the final equation for the B-spline approximation. Since the B-spline curve is in terms of 
the parametric coordinate system and the desired result is an equation in the Cartesian 
coordinate system, a bit of manipulation is required. As stated earlier, using the Greville 
Abscissa allows a direct substitution of the ‘x’ and‘t’ parameters. The B-spline function 
approximation equation then becomes [ ] [ ])1(3)( 2 xxxxP −−= . 
Now a comparison of the B-spline function approximation and the exact solution,  
P(x) = ][*][
1
xSin
Sin
λ
λ
, must be done to determine the accuracy of the collocation method. 
The first step to determining the accuracy is to evaluate both the B-spline function 
approximation and the exact solution at the collocation points. Next, calculate the relative 
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error percentage, by using equation (14) for each collocation point. These values have been 
listed in Table 3. 
Point Approximate Exact %Error
0 0 0 0
0.5 -0.5 -1.2015 58.385
1 1 0.9999 0.001
Collocation Point Evaluation
 
Table 3 Table of collocation points for Example 2 
 
Once all of the relative error percentage calculations have been done, the Root Mean Squared 
Error must be computed, by using equation (15). 
RMS Error = 33.7% 
 
Figure 12 B-spline solution plotted with the exact solution 
 
The RMS Error of 33.7% is way greater than the 0.5% baseline, previously 
established. By plotting the two functions for the entire range, as seen in Figure 12 the areas 
where refinement is necessary can be determined. As previously discussed, one method of 
refinement is to increase the order of the B-spline Basis Functions. Another method is to add 
a collocation point within the range where the highest error percentage is. By a visual 
inspection of Figure 12 it can be seen that the largest difference between the two functions is 
Exact = Red 
Approximate = Blue 
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within the range of 0.1 < x < 0.7.  The large amount of error, over a long range, suggests an 
increase in order is necessary. Figure 13, shows the 7th order solution plotted for the knot 
vector [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]. The RMS error for this solution is calculated to be 0.31%, 
which is below the 0.5% threshold. 
 
Figure 13 7th Order B-spline solution plotted with the exact solution 
 
The B-spline Collocation Method can also be used to approximate the solutions to 
higher order problems. The next example is the approximation of the fourth order Euler-
Bernoulli Beam Equation, cantilevered with a distributed load over the entire beam length, 
depicted in Figure 14. This example will also show the normalization process of the B-spline 
Collocation Method when the range of the problem solution is greater than one. 
 
 
 
 
 
Exact = Red 
Approximate = Blue 
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3.4 Example 3 
Fourth Order Euler-Bernoulli Beam, Approximated with a Sixth Order 
B-spline, with No Intermediate Knot Vector Points 
 
Figure 14 Euler-Bernoulli Beam Example Diagram 
 
The calculation of deflection of linear beam problems is governed by the Euler-Bernoulli 
Beam Equation, w
dx
udEI −=4
4
, where E is the Modulus of Elasticity, I is the Moment of 
Inertia of the cross section about its neutral axis and w is the distributed load. 
Boundary Conditions:  u(0) = 0, 0)0( =
dx
du
, 0)(2
2
=L
dx
ud
, 0)(3
3
=L
dx
ud
 
E = 29000000 2in
lbs
  (ASTM-A36 STEEL) 
I = 0.6 4in    (2” x 2” x 1/8” WALL) 
w = 10 
in
lbs
 
L = 10 in 
1. The first step in the B-spline collocation method is to select the appropriate knot vector 
that provides the resolution required for the problem. A sixth order, open-uniform knot 
vector with no intermediate points has been selected. 
  [0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1] 
2. The second step is to calculate all required basis functions using equations (2) and (3). 
Here only the basis functions with k = 6 have been listed. 
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otherwise
xtx
tN iii
1
1, 0
1)( +<≤



=   
1
1,1
1
1,
,
)()()()()(
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−+
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=
iki
kiki
iki
kii
ki
xx
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xx
tNxt
tN  
 
5
6,1 )1()( ttN −= ;  46,2 )1(5)( tttN −= ;  326,3 )1(10)( tttN −= ;  
 
23
6,4 )1(10)( tttN −= ; )1(5)( 46,5 tttN −= ;  56,6 )( ttN =  
By plotting the k = 6 basis functions, the generated curves can be used to verify that the 
calculated basis functions comply with the criteria discussed in the previous chapter. In 
Figure 15, it can be seen that indeed they do meet the required criteria and it is safe to 
move on to the next step. 
 
Figure 15 Basis functions for sixth order B-spline approximation 
 
3. The next step is to calculate the abscissa coordinates for the control points. Since the 
Greville Abscissa approach has been chosen, use equation (4) to calculate the Greville 
Abscissa for required control points.  
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)...(1 11 −++ +++= niiii ttt
n
x    For i=0, 1,…,m-n 
0)00000(
5
1)(
5
1
432100 =++++=++++= tttttx  
0)00000(
5
1)(
5
1
543211 =++++=++++= tttttx  
5
1)10000(
5
1)(
5
1
654322 =++++=++++= tttttx  
5
2)11000(
5
1)(
5
1
765433 =++++=++++= tttttx  
5
3)11100(
5
1)(
5
1
876544 =++++=++++= tttttx   
5
4)11110(
5
1)(
5
1
987655 =++++=++++= tttttx  
1)11111(
5
1)(
5
1
1098766 =++++=++++= tttttx  
1)11111(
5
1)(
5
1
11109877 =++++=++++= tttttx  
Once again, the two repeating values at the ends should be dropped and that will 
leave 01 =x , 5
1
2 =x , 5
2
3 =x , 5
3
4 =x , 5
4
5 =x  and 16 =x  as the abscissa coordinates for 
the control points. 
4. The fourth step is to calculate the appropriate B-spline curve equations and the required 
derivatives for the boundary conditions that need to be met. Since the first boundary 
condition involve the B-spline curve. The B-spline curve must be calculated, by using 
equation (1). 
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∑
+
=
=
1
1
,
)()(
n
i
kii tNBtP  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]56452343234251 ))1(5)1(10)1(10)1(5)1()( tBttBttBttBttBtBtP +−+−+−+−+−=  
Since the second boundary condition involves the first derivative, the first derivative of the 
B-spline equation must be calculated, using equation (5). 
∑
+
=
=
1
1
'
,
' )()(
n
i
kii tNBtP  
[ ] [ ] [ ]+−−−+−−−+−−= 223334241' )1(30)1(20)1(20)1(5)1(5)( ttttBtttBtBtP
 [ ] [ ] [ ]464353224 55)1(20)1(20)1(30 tBtttBttttB +−−+−−−  
The third boundary condition involves the second derivative; therefore the second derivative 
of the B-spline equation must be calculated, using equation (6). 
∑
+
=
=
1
1
''
,
'' )()(
n
i
kii tNBtP  
[ ] [ ] [ ]+−+−−−+−−−+−= )1(60)1(120)1(20)1(40)1(60)1(20)( 223332231'' tttttBtttBtBtP
 [ ] [ ] [ ]363253224 2040)1(6020)1(120)1(60 tBtttBtttttB +−−++−−−  
Additionally, the last boundary condition involves the third derivative: 
∑
+
=
=
1
1
'''
,
''' )()(
n
i
kii tNBtP  
[ ] [ ] [ ]+−−+−−+−−−+−−= 2232221''' 60)1(360)1(180)1(120)1(180)1(60)( ttttBtttBtBtP
 [ ] [ ] [ ]2625224 60180)1(120180)1(360)1(60 tBtttBttttB +−−++−−−  
Finally, the first term of the differential equation is fourth order: 
∑
+
=
=
1
1
''''
,
'''' )()(
n
i
kii tNBtP  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]++−+−++−+−= tBtBtBtBtP 12004801200720600480120120)( 4321''''
 [ ] [ ]tBtB 120600120 65 +−  
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5. The next step is to use the boundary conditions to solve for end ordinate values of control 
points. Since the Greville Abscissa were used as control points, the parametric coordinate 
‘t’ is constrained to the Cartesian coordinate ’x’ and it becomes a direct substitution. 
P(0) = 0  01 =B  
0)0( =
dx
dP
  02 =B  
0)(2
2
=L
dx
ud
  02000094000176600165780 6543 =+−+− BBBB  
0)(3
3
=L
dx
ud
  06000288005526052980 6543 =+−+− BBBB  
6. The sixth step is to substitute B-spline derivatives into the differential equation, 
w
dx
udEI −=4
4
, along with the values from the previous step, we get: 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
EI
wL
tBtBtBtB
4
6543 12060012012004801200720
−
=+−++−+−  
7. The seventh step is to calculate the remaining internal ordinate coordinates of the control 
points by evaluation of the previously reduced differential equation, 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
EI
wL
tBtBtBtB
4
6543 12060012012004801200720
−
=+−++−+− , at the 
corresponding abscissa coordinates. 
At‘t’ = 0.4, the differential equation reduces to be: 
 
[ ] [ ] [ ]
EI
wLBBB
4
653 48120240
−
=+−+
 
 
At‘t’ = 0.6, the differential equation reduces to be: 
 
[ ] [ ] [ ]
EI
wLBBB
4
654 72240240
−
=+−+
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With four equations and four unknowns, , use Linear Algebra to solve for the remaining 
values for the internal ordinate coordinates: 
















−
−=
























−
−
−−
−−
EI
wL
EI
wL
B
B
B
B
4
4
6
5
4
3 0
0
722402400
481200240
6000288005526052980
2000094000176600165780
 
The remaining internal ordinate coordinates are calculated to be: 
0144.03 −=B  
0421.04 −=B  
0824.05 −=B  
1343.06 −=B  
Now that all of the coordinates for the control points have been calculated, they can 
be substituted into the B-spline curve equation,  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]56452343234251 ))1(5)1(10)1(10)1(5)1()( tBttBttBttBttBtBtP +−+−+−+−+−=  
 
 to give the final equation for the B-spline approximation. Since the B-spline curve is in 
terms of the parametric coordinate system and the desired result is an equation in the 
Cartesian coordinate system, a bit of manipulation is required. As stated earlier, using the 
Greville Abscissa allows a direct substitution of the ‘x’ and‘t’ parameters. The B-spline 
function approximation equation then becomes: 
5423325 1343.)1(4121.)1(4214.0)1(10*437.1)( xxxxxxxxP −−−−−−= − . 
Now a comparison of the B-spline function approximation and the exact solution,  
P(x) = [ ]22
2
64
24
LxLx
EI
wx
−− , must be done to determine the accuracy of the collocation 
method. The first step to determining the accuracy is to evaluate both the B-spline function 
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approximation and the exact solution at the collocation points. Next, calculate the relative 
error percentage, by using equation (14) for each collocation point. These values have been 
listed in Table 4. 
Point Approximate Exact %Error
0 0 0 0
0.2 -5.67E-08 -5.67E-08 3.63E-09
0.4 -2.24E-07 -2.24E-07 3.65E-09
0.6 -4.97E-06 -4.97E-06 3.66E-09
0.8 -8.72E-06 -8.72E-06 3.68E-09
1 -1.34E-05 -1.34E-05 3.68E-09
Collocation Point Evaluation
 
Table 4 Table of collocation points for Example 3 
 
Once all of the relative error percentage calculations have been done, the Root Mean Squared 
Error must be computed, by using equation (15). 
RMS Error = 3.35e-9% 
           
Figure 16 B-spline solution plotted with the exact solution 
 
The RMS Error of 3.35e-9% is way less than the 0.5% baseline, previously established. By 
plotting the two functions for the entire range, as seen in Figure 16, it can be seen that no 
refinement is necessary. 
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3.5 Discussion of the Accuracy of the B-Spline Approximation 
In order to determine if the B-spline used in the approximation should be a higher 
order, or a lower order with intermediate points, the error for each should be calculated. Also, 
the time to compute the solution should be measured. As stated previously, the benchmark 
value for RMS error percentage in the B-Spline Collocation Method approximation 
technique is set at < 0.5%. Table 5 shows the calculated RMS Error percentage for the over 
damped solution approximation of Examples 1a and 1b for different combinations of control 
points. 
Order # of Internal Knot Points RMS Error %
3 0 2.3
4 0 0.631
5 0 0.036
3 1 1.573
3 2 0.836
3 3 0.515
3 4 0.349
4 1 0.477
 
Table 5 Over Damped Solution Comparison 
 
With no internal points in the knot vector, Table 5 shows that it will take a fifth order 
approximation to get the RMS error below 0.5 % for the third order over damped solution 
problem. In Table 5, it can also be seen that it will take four intermediate points for a third 
order approximation, and one intermediate point for a fourth order approximation to reach 
the specified target RMS error value. 
The most efficient way to approximate the over damped solution is to find the right 
balance of the approximation order, number of internal knot points and computation time. 
Table 6 shows the computation times for the approximations that meet the accuracy goals. 
Order # of Internal Knot Points CPU Time (sec)
3 4 2.93
4 1 1.95
5 0 1.45
 
Table 6 Over Damped Solution Time Comparison 
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For this simple problem, the best accuracy and computation times both belong to the fifth 
order approximation, with no internal knot points. 
With the under damped solution problem, in Example 2, the efficiency of the B-
Spline Collocation Method decreases as the frequency of the problem increases. By 
evaluating the results in Tables 7, 8 and 10, notice that the increase in frequency, or Lambda 
(λ ), results in a need to increase the order of the approximation to reach the desired 
accuracy. The RMS error percentage calculated in Table 7, where 2=λ , shows that the B-
Spline Collocation Method behaves very similarly to the over damped solution, due to the 
low frequency. The calculated error results show that it will take a fifth order approximation 
with no intermediate knot points, a third order approximation with 4 internal knot points or a 
fourth order approximation with 6 internal knot points to get the RMS error percentage below 
0.5 % . 
Order # of Internal Knot Points RMS Error %
3 0 4.65
4 0 2.18
5 0 0.15
3 1 1.33
3 2 0.87
3 3 0.56
3 4 0.39
4 1 1.4
4 2 1.5
4 3 1.04
4 4 0.74
4 5 0.54
4 6 0.42
Lambda = 2
 
Table 7 Under Damped Solution Comparison for 2=λ  
 
For the 4=λ problem, it can be seen in Table 8, that it takes a seventh order 
approximation, with no internal knot points, to get the RMS error below 0.5 % for a third 
order under damped solution. In addition, it takes a thirty one internal knot points for the 
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third order approximation and forty three internal knot points for a fourth order 
approximation to reach the RMS benchmark.  
Order # of Internal Knot Points RMS Error %
3 0 33.7
4 0 32
5 0 6.05
6 0 11.1
7 0 0.31
3 25 2.39
3 26 0.696
3 27 0.537
3 28 0.678
3 29 2.52
3 30 0.987
3 31 0.477
4 37 1.43
4 38 0.7
4 39 0.655
4 40 1.04
4 41 14
4 42 0.85
4 43 0.5
5 1 0.69
5 2 0.42
Lambda = 4
 
Table 8 Under Damped Solution Comparison for 4=λ  
 
As stated previously, the most efficient way to approximate the solution is to find the right 
balance of the approximation order, number of internal knot points and computation time. 
Table 9 shows the computation times for the approximations that meet the accuracy goals. 
Notice the large increase in computation time when a large number of internal knot points are 
needed to get the desired accuracy. 
Order # of Internal Knot Points CPU Time (sec)
7 0 2.1
3 31 71.3
4 43 270.4
5 2 5.36
Lambda = 4
 
Table 9 Under Damped Solution Time Comparison for 4=λ  
 
For this frequency, the options are to use either a fifth order approximation with two internal 
knot points or a seventh order with no internal knot points. Since the accuracies are similar 
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and both computation times are minimal, either solution would be acceptable. If spurious 
oscillations are a concern, the fifth order with the two internal knot points is the most 
balanced solution. 
When the frequency increases substantially, as in the 16=λ  problem shown in Table 
10, the approximation will require a very high order B-spline to get the needed accuracy. 
Remember that this data was taken from a Second Order ODE and it will take a Twenty First 
Order B-spline to approximate the solution, if no internal knot points are used. As discussed 
previously, this will make the approximation very susceptible to spurious oscillations that 
could dramatically affect the results. 
Order # of Internal Knot Points RMS Error %
14 0 156.6
15 0 198
16 0 30.4
17 0 10.5
18 0 20.6
19 0 1.02
20 0 0.62
21 0 0.064
Lambda = 16
 
Table 10 Under Damped Solution Comparison for 16=λ  
Table 11 shows the computation times for some approximations that meet the accuracy goals. 
Order # of Internal Knot Points RMS Error % CPU Time (sec)
6 43 0.478 1000.95
21 0 0.064 17.6
Lambda = 16
 
Table 11 Under Damped Solution Time Comparison for 16=λ  
If spurious oscillations are a concern, neither of these solutions is very attractive. The 
insertion of intermediate knot points will reduce the order of the approximation, but in this 
example they dramatically increase the computation time. Therefore it is recommended that 
enough intermediate points are used in the knot vector to decrease order of the 
approximation, while computing the solution in a reasonable amount of time. 
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4 Two-Dimensional B-spline Collocation 
 The two dimensional B-spline collocation method involves the determination of knot 
vectors in two directions and control points such that the differential equation is satisfied to 
some tolerance at a finite set of collocation points along both axis. These collocation points 
will reside on the Cartesian abscissa and ordinate axis. For this thesis, the collocation points 
have been selected to be located at the Greville Abscissa point along the abscissa and 
ordinate axis. In order to approximate the solution to two dimensional problems, a few B-
spline curve components need to be made multi-directional. They are: 
1. Directional Parameters 
2. Knot Vectors 
3. Basis Functions 
4. Derivatives 
First, now that there are multiple directions, there needs to be multiple directional 
parameters.  In the one dimensional problems, the parameter‘t’ is used and can be extended 
to any vectored direction, usually Cartesian ‘x’. In the two dimensional problems, the 
parameters ‘u’ and ‘w’ are introduced and like the one dimensional problems they can be 
extended in any vectored direction. The only constraint is that the two vectored directions 
must be orthogonal. For use in this thesis the parameter ‘u’ will be assigned to the Cartesian 
abscissa axis and the parameter ‘w’ will be assigned to the Cartesian ordinate axis. With 
these parameters, the formula for a B-spline surface becomes: 
)()(),(
,
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1
,
1
1
,
wMuNBwuQ lj
n
i
ki
m
j
ji∑∑
+
=
+
=
=       (16) 
where both )(
,
uN ki  and )(, wM lj are now the basis functions and jiB ,  is a three dimensional 
position vector for the defining polygon. 
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Second, each direction will have its own knot vector. The basis functions for each 
direction can be any desired order and are not tied to the other direction in any way.  Similar 
to the one-dimensional B-spline curves, the knot vector chosen must provide sufficient 
resolution to approximate the solution of the mathematical problem. As previously discussed, 
open-uniform knot vectors are used exclusively to calculate B-spline surfaces and basis 
functions in this thesis. 
Next, the multiple directions required to approximate a two dimensional solution 
requires multiple basis functions. The Cox-deBoor recursion formulas defining the basis 
functions for the B-spline surface become: 



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 Finally, similar to B-spline curves, the derivatives of the B-spline surfaces must be 
calculated and substituted for the equivalent order derivatives in the differential equation. For 
instance, the first derivative of the B-spline surface with respect to the parameter ’u’ is: 
)()(),(
,
1
1
'
,
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1
,
wMuNBwuQ lj
n
i
ki
m
j
jiu ∑∑
+
=
+
=
=       (21) 
To illustrate the process, the first derivative with respect to the parameter ‘u’ for a k = 3 and l 
= 3 basis function will be summed. Once all of the terms are accounted for, the derivative 
with respect to the parameter ‘u’ will become: 
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++++++= ][][),( 3,33,23,22,23,11,2' 3,23,33,13,22,13,11,1' 3,1 MBMBMBNMBMBMBNwuQu  
][ 3,33,33,22,33,11,3' 3,3 MBMBMBN ++  
Similarly, the first derivative of the B-spline surface with respect to the parameter ’w’ is: 
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If the calculation of the first derivative with respect to both parameters ‘u’ and ‘w’ is 
necessary, the differentiation results in: 
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For higher order problems, the second derivatives can be calculated to show that the 
derivatives with respect to ‘u’ and ‘w’ respectively are: 
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The application of the two dimensional B-spline collocation method towards solving a 
boundary value problem or differential equation has a few very distinct steps. They are: 
1. Select the appropriate knot vectors for each direction 
2. Calculate all required basis functions, using equation (2) and (3) 
3. Calculate abscissa and ordinate coordinates for the required control points, using the 
Greville Abscissa equation (4) 
4. Calculate the B-spline surface equations and the required B-spline surface derivatives 
5. If necessary, use the boundary conditions to solve for boundary applicate, or ‘z’ 
coordinate, values of the control points 
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6. Substitute B-spline surfaces and the derivatives into differential equation or boundary 
value problem 
7. Calculate the remaining interior applicate coordinates of the control points by evaluation 
of the differential equation at the corresponding abscissa and ordinates of the collocation 
points 
4.1 Example 4 
Second Order ODE with Temperature Boundary Conditions, Approximated 
with a Third Order B-spline, in Two Directions, with No Intermediate Knot 
Vector Points 
 
 
Figure 17 Plane Heat Transfer Problem 
The governing equation for a two dimensional heat transfer problem with no heat generation 
is the Laplace Equation, 02
2
2
2
=
∂
∂
+
∂
∂
y
Q
x
Q
, where Q is the temperature change in the indicated 
direction. 
Co25  
Co100  
Co50  
Co75  
1,1B  1,2B  1,3B  
2,1B  
2,2B  2,3B  
3,1B  3,2
B  
3,3B  
w 
u 
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Boundary Conditions:  CwQ °= 25),0( ;  CuQ °=100)0,( ; 
CwQ °= 50),1( ;  CuQ °= 75)1,(  
1. The first step in the B-spline collocation method is to select the appropriate knot vectors 
that provides the resolution required for the problem. A third order, open-uniform knot 
vector has been selected for each direction. 
  X = [0 0 0 1 1 1] 
  Y = [0 0 0 1 1 1] 
2. The second step is to calculate all required basis functions using equations (17), (18), (19) 
and (20). 
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

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0)(1,1 =uN ;  0)(1,2 =uN ;  1)(1,3 =uN ;  0)(1,4 =uN ; 
0)(2,1 =uN ;  uuN −= 1)(2,2 ; uuN =)(2,3 ;  0)(2,4 =uN ; 
2
3,1 )1()( uuN −= ; )1(2)(3,2 uuuN −= ; 23,3 )( uuN = ;  0)(3,4 =uN  
0)(1,1 =wM ;  0)(1,2 =wM ;  1)(1,3 =wM ;  0)(1,4 =wM ; 
0)(2,1 =wM ;  wwM −= 1)(2,2 ; wwM =)(2,3 ;  0)(2,4 =wM ; 
2
3,1 )1()( wwM −= ; )1(2)(3,2 wwwM −= ; 23,3 )( wwM = ; 0)(3,4 =wM  
By plotting the k = 3 basis functions, shown in Figure 18, the generated curves can be 
used to verify that the calculated basis functions comply with the criteria discussed in the 
previous chapters. 
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Figure 18 Basis Functions for the ‘u’ Parameter 
 
Likewise, by plotting the l = 3 basis functions, shown in Figure 19, the generated curves 
can be used to verify that the calculated basis functions comply with the criteria 
previously discussed in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 19 Basis Functions for the ‘w’ Parameter 
 
In Figures 18 and 19, it can be seen that indeed they do meet the required criteria and it is 
safe to move on to the next step. 
3. The next step is to calculate the abscissa and ordinate coordinates for the control points. 
Since the Greville Abscissa approach has been chosen, use equation (4) to calculate the 
Greville Abscissa for required control points.  
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)...(1 11 −++ +++= niiii ttt
n
x    For i=0, 1,…,m-n 
0)00(
2
1)(
2
1
100 =+=+= ttx  
0)00(
2
1)(
2
1
211 =+=+= ttx  
2
1)10(
2
1)(
2
1
322 =+=+= ttx  
1)11(
2
1)(
2
1
433 =+=+= ttx  
1)11(
2
1)(
2
1
544 =+=+= ttx  
Now calculate all ordinate values for required control points, using equation (4). 
)...(1 11 −++ +++= niiii ttt
n
y    For i=0, 1,…,m-n 
0)00(
2
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2
1
100 =+=+= tty  
0)00(
2
1)(
2
1
211 =+=+= tty  
2
1)10(
2
1)(
2
1
322 =+=+= tty  
1)11(
2
1)(
2
1
433 =+=+= tty  
1)11(
2
1)(
2
1
544 =+=+= tty  
As discussed in the previous chapters, the repeating values of 00 =x  and 14 =x  should 
be dropped. That leaves 01 =x , 2
1
2 =x  and 13 =x  as the abscissa coordinates for the 
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control points. Likewise, the repeating values of 00 =y  and 14 =y  should be dropped. 
That leaves 01 =y , 2
1
2 =y  and 13 =y  as the ordinate coordinates for the control points. 
4. The fourth step is to calculate the appropriate B-spline surface equations and the required 
derivatives for the boundary conditions that need to be met. Since the boundary 
conditions involve the B-spline surface, it must be calculated. The B-spline surface must 
be calculated, by using equation (16). 
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The first term of the differential equation involves the second derivative in the parameter 
‘u’ direction. The second derivative of the B-spline surface, with respect to the parameter 
‘u’ can be calculated using equation (24).  
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The second term of the differential equation involves the second derivative in the 
parameter ‘w’ direction. The second derivative of the B-spline surfae, with respect to the 
parameter ‘w’ can be calculated using equation (25).  
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5. The next step is to use the boundary conditions to solve for boundary applicate values of 
control points. Since the Greville Abscissa were used as control points, the parametric 
coordinate ‘u’ is constrained to the Cartesian coordinate ’x’ and the parametric coordinate 
‘w’ is constrained to the Cartesian coordinate ’y’. The Boundary Conditions 
are CwQ °= 25),0( , CuQ °=100)0,( , CwQ °= 50),1(  and CuQ °= 75)1,( . When the B-
spline surface, 
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++−+−−= ]*)1(2*)1(*[)1(),( 23,12,121,12 wBwwBwBuwuQ   
++−+−− ]*)1(2*)1(*)[1(2 23,22,221,2 wBwwBwBuu  
]*)1(2*)1(*[ 23,32,321,32 wBwwBwBu +−+− , 
is evaluated at the boundaries, the following external applicate values are calculated to be: 
At °= 5.62],0,0[ 1,1B   5.6211,1 == zB  
At °= 100],0,2/1[ 1,2B  100424
1,31,21,1 =++
BBB
 
At °= 75],0,1[ 1,3B   7531,3 == zB  
At °= 25],2/1,0[ 2,1B   25424
3,12,11,1 =++
BBB
 
At °= 50],2/1,1[ 2,3B   50424
3,32,31,3 =++
BBB
 
At °= 50],1,0[ 3,1B   5073,1 == zB  
At °= 75],1,2/1[ 3,2B   75424
3,33,23,1 =++
BBB
 
At °= 5.62],1,1[ 3,3B   5.6293,3 == zB  
5.621,1 =B ;  25.1311,2 =B ;  751,3 =B ;  25.62,1 −=B ; 
25.312,3 =B ;  503,1 =B ;  75.933,2 =B ;  5.623,3 =B  
 
6. The sixth step is to substitute B-spline surface and the derivatives into the differential 
equation, 02
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−+−+− ]*)1(2*)1(*[2 23,12,121,1 wBwwBwB   
 ++−+− ]*)1(2*)1(*[4 23,22,221,2 wBwwBwB  
++−+− ]*)1(2*)1(*[2 23,32,321,3 wBwwBwB ++−− ]2*4*2*[)1( 3,12,11,12 BBBu  
++−− ]2*4*2*)[1(2 3,22,21,2 BBBuu 0]2*4*2*[ 3,32,31,32 =+− BBBu  
7. The seventh step is to calculate the remaining internal applicate coordinate of the control 
point by evaluation of the differential equation  
At ],2/1,2/1[ 2,2B   416.10952,2 == zB  
Now that all of the coordinates for the control points have been calculated, they can be 
substituted into the B-spline surface equation, to give the final equation for the B-spline 
approximation. The B-spline surface approximation equation then becomes: 
++−−−−= ]*50)1(2*25.6)1(*5.62[)1(),( 222 wwwwuwuQ  
++−+−− ]*75.93)1(2*416.109)1(*25.131)[1(2 22 wwwwuu  
]*5.62)1(2*25.31)1(*75[ 222 wwwwu +−+− . 
As stated earlier, using the Greville Abscissa allows a direct substitution of the ‘x’ and ’y’ 
with the ‘u’ and ‘w’ parameters. The B-spline function approximation equation, with respect 
to the Cartesian coordinate system then becomes: 
++−−−−= ]*50)1(2*25.6)1(*5.62[)1(),( 222 yyyyxyxQ  
++−+−− ]*75.93)1(2*416.109)1(*25.131)[1(2 22 yyyyxx  
]*5.62)1(2*25.31)1(*75[ 222 yyyyx +−+− . 
 
One way of comparing the B-spline approximation results with the exact solution for a two 
dimensional problem is to contour plot the B-spline solution, as seen in Figure 20, and 
compare it to an ANSYS solution, shown in Figure 21. 
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Figure 20 2-D B-spline Solution Contour Plot for 3rd Order Approximation 
  
 
Figure 21 ANSYS Solution 
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By comparing the two plots in Figures 20 and 21, it can be seen that the third order 
approximation is not a good solution. The main difference is along the boundaries, where the 
ANSYS plot has the boundary temperature extending the entire length and the B-spline 
approximation does not. This is due to the B-spline approximation only satisfying the 
boundary conditions at one point in the center of the boundary. The ANSYS plot, in Figure 
21, uses element type PLANE55 and has an element size of 0.001 mm square. Similarly to 
the one-dimensional B-spline approximation there are two ways to increase the overall 
accuracy, increasing the order and increasing the internal knot points. 
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Figure 22 2-D B-spline Solution Contour Plot for 5th Order Approximation 
 
Figure 22, shows the 5th order solution plotted for the knot vector [0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1] in both 
directions. This contour plot shows the boundary conditions being met at a larger percentage 
of the boundary lengths, so the approximation is more accurate, as expected. 
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4.2 Example 5 
Second Order ODE with Two Derivative Boundary Conditions, Approximated 
with a Third Order B-spline, in Two Directions, with No Intermediate Knot 
Vector Points 
 
 
Figure 23 Plane Heat Transfer Problem 
As discussed in Example 4, the governing equation for a two dimensional heat transfer 
problem with no heat generation is the Laplace Equation, 02
2
2
2
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Boundary Conditions:  
CT °= 251 ; CT °= 1002 ;  CT °=∞ 200 ;  1=h ;  1=k  
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1. The first step in the B-spline collocation method is to select the appropriate knot vectors 
that provides the resolution required for the problem. Once again a third order, open-
uniform knot vector has been selected for each direction. 
X = [0 0 0 1 1 1] 
  Y = [0 0 0 1 1 1] 
2. The second step is to calculate all required basis functions using equations (17), (18), (19) 
and (20). The basis functions for this knot vector were calculated in Example 4 and are: 

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3. The next step is to calculate the abscissa and ordinate coordinates for the control points. 
Since the Greville Abscissa approach has been chosen, use equation (4) to calculate the 
Greville Abscissa for required control points. These also were calculated in Example 4. 
The abscissa coordinates for the control points are; 01 =x , 2
1
2 =x  and 13 =x . The 
ordinate coordinates for the control points are; 01 =y , 2
1
2 =y  and 13 =y . 
4. The fourth step is to calculate the appropriate B-spline surface equations and the required 
derivatives for the boundary conditions that need to be met. Since the boundary 
conditions involve the B-spline surface, it must be calculated. The B-spline surface must 
be calculated, by using equation (16). 
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Since the boundary conditions of the differential equation involve the first derivative with 
respect to the parameter ‘u’, the first derivative of the B-spline surface must be calculated, 
using equation (21).  )()(),(
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Since other boundary conditions of the differential equation involve the first derivative with 
respect to the parameter ‘w’, the first derivative of the B-spline surface must be calculated, 
using equation (21). 
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The first term of the differential equation involves the second derivative in the parameter ‘u’ 
direction. The second derivative of the B-spline surface, with respect to the parameter ‘u’ can 
be calculated using equation (24).  
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The second term of the differential equation involves the second derivative in the parameter 
‘w’ direction. The second derivative of the B-spline surface, with respect to the parameter 
‘w’ can be calculated using equation (25).  
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5. The next step is to use the boundary conditions to solve for boundary applicate values of 
control points. Since the Greville Abscissa were used as control points, the parametric 
coordinate ‘u’ is constrained to the Cartesian coordinate ’x’ and the parametric coordinate 
‘w’ is constrained to the Cartesian coordinate ’y’. 
++−+−−= ]*)1(2*)1(*[)1(),( 23,12,121,12 wBwwBwBuwuQ  
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• At °= 5.62],0,0[ 1,1B   5.621,1 =B  
• At °= 100],0,2/1[ 1,2B   100424
1,31,21,1 =++
BBB
  375.84
42
1,31,2 =+
BB
 
• At °= 25],2/1,0[ 2,1B    25424
3,12,11,1 =++
BBB
  375.9
42
3,12,1 =+
BB
 
• At °= 25],1,0[ 3,1B   253,1 =B  
• At °= 100],0,1[ 1,3B   1001,3 =B  
5.621,1 =B ;     75.1181,2 =B ; 1001,3 =B ;    75.62,1 =B ;  253,1 =B  
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7. Calculate the remaining applicate coordinates of the control points by evaluation of the 
differential equation at the corresponding ‘x’ and ‘y’ coordinates 
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With four equations and four unknowns, use Linear Algebra to solve for the remaining 
values for the internal applicate coordinates: 
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The remaining internal applicate coordinates are calculated to be: 
52,2 zB =  = 87.0714   62,3 zB =  = 150.9196 
83,2 zB =  = 151.0446   93,3 zB =  = 160.7857 
Now that all of the coordinates for the control points have been calculated, they can be 
substituted into the B-spline surface equation, to give the final equation for the B-spline 
approximation. 
)30.4329.965.112()36.15805.11775(745.1115.62),( 2222 wwuwwuwwwuQ +++−+−++−=
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As stated earlier, using the Greville Abscissa allows a direct substitution of the ‘x’ and ’y’ 
with the ‘u’ and ‘w’ parameters. The B-spline function approximation equation, with respect 
to the Cartesian coordinate system then becomes: 
)30.4329.965.112()36.15805.11775(745.1115.62),( 2222 yyxyyxyyyxQ +++−+−++−=
 
Similarly to Example 4, one way of comparing the B-spline approximation results 
with the exact solution for a two dimensional problem is to contour plot the B-spline 
solution, as seen in Figure 24, and compare it to an ANSYS solution, shown in Figure 25. 
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Figure 24 2-D B-spline Solution Contour Plot 
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Figure 25  ANSYS Solution 
 
Similarly to Example 4, by comparing the two plots in Figures 24 and 25, it can be 
seen that the third order approximation is not a good solution. The main difference, once 
again, is along the boundaries, where the ANSYS plot has the boundary temperature 
extending the entire length for the constant temperature boundary conditions and the B-spline 
approximation does not. This is due to the B-spline approximation only satisfying the 
boundary conditions at one point in the center of the boundary. The ANSYS plot, in Figure 
25, uses element type PLANE55 and has an element size of 0.001 mm square. There are two 
ways to increase the overall accuracy, increasing the order and increasing the internal knot 
points. Either of these methods will provide an increase in accuracy because the boundary 
conditions will be satisfied at more points. 
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5 The Non-Linear Beam Problem 
 In the field of Mechanical Engineering, a very common type of problem encountered 
is a beam problem.  As discussed in Chapter 3, the governing equation for beam problems is 
the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation. That is, 
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      (26) 
where M(x) is the bending moment as a function of x, E is the Modulus of Elasticity and I is 
the Moment of Inertia of the cross sectional area about its neutral axis. The term at the end of 
the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation,
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, makes this Equation (26) non-linear. In 
most of the beam problems encountered, the deflection of the beam is very small relative to 
its length and cross section. If the deflection is small, it is assumed that the slope,
dx
dy
 is also 
very small and its square is negligible compared to unity. This reduces the Euler-Bernoulli 
equation (26) to:  
EI
xM
dx
yd )(
2
2
=         (27) 
The equation is reduced to a linear second order differential equation, and is regarded as the 
governing differential equation for the elastic curve. With the appropriate boundary and 
loading conditions, equation (27) becomes the linear beam deflection equations in the back of 
every Mechanics of Materials textbook. 
However, not every beam problem is a linear one. There are three causes for non-
linear solutions to beam problems. They are: 
1. Material Non-linearity, where the constitutive equation is non-linear 
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2. Geometric Non-linearity, where the deflection is large enough that the slope assumption 
previously discussed is invalid 
3. Contact or Status change 
The type of the non-linearity in the beam problem solved for this thesis is Geometric 
Non-linearity with large rotation and small strain. Throughout the literature there are several 
methods used to solve the large rotation, non-linear beam problems. The most prevalent 
method is by using elliptical integrals to solve the second order non-linear differential 
equation. This technique will provide a closed form solution, but the derivations are 
cumbersome and solutions only exist for certain geometries and loadings. Another method of 
solution is numerical methods, such as the finite element method. Numerical methods can be 
applied to more general problems and appears to be the preferred method of solution for the 
most recent papers. 
The study of beams in bending dates back to the 13th century and includes some of 
the most famous names in science and engineering. The likes of Galileo, James and Daniel 
Bernoulli, Leonhard Euler and Robert Hooke have all worked to solve the elasticity problem, 
or the Elastica, and lay the foundation for the present day theory. James Bernoulli solved the 
problem in 1694 by equating the bending moment of the beam to the curvature of a line. His 
premise was that if the force remained vertical, the moment at any point along the curve is 
proportional to the distance from the line of force. This work was improved upon by his 
nephew, Daniel Bernoulli and Leonhard Euler which developed the Euler-Bernoulli Law. 
This law states that the bending moment at any point is proportional to the change in the 
curvature caused by the action of the load. Additionally, a series of assumptions are made: 
1. Material is linearly elastic 
2. Beam is rigid in shear, that is, the cross section does not deform due to shearing stresses 
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3. Beam has a constant cross section, that is always normal to the beam centerline 
The basic formula with respect to curvature is: 
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Where θ  is the slope and‘s’ is the arc length. For the cantilevered beam with a vertical load 
at the end, the bending moment is: 
( )xLPM −=         (29) 
Plugging this moment into the Euler-Bernoulli equation (28) yields the equation: 
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Differentiating equation (30) with respect to the arc length‘s’: 
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At this point, Frisch-Fay [9] goes through a complex series of differentiation, integration and 
elliptical integrals to arrive at his solution for the slope at the end of the beam. The B-spline 
collocation method can be used to simplify the solution to this problem and is worked 
through, in detail, in Section 5.1, using the same steps previously defined. An additional 
assumption must be made that the beam geometry is inextensible, that is, the length does not 
change. In addition, the force at the end remains vertical throughout the bending process, as 
shown in Figure 26. 
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5.1 Geometrically Non-Linear Beam Problem 
 
Figure 26 Cantilevered Beam with vertical end loading 
 
The governing equation for the non-linear, cantilevered, end loaded beam is 
( ) 0cos
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s
, where E is the Modulus of Elasticity, I is the Moment of Inertia of 
the cross section about its neutral axis, L is the beam length  and P is the end load. 
Boundary Conditions:  ( ) 00 =θ ;  0=
∂
∂
=Lss
θ
 
The values given for the variables in the Frisch-Fay solution are: 
L = 100 in 
E*I = 1000 lb in2 
For the end load, P, there are five different load cases. The load cases are: 
Load case 1: P = 0.073 lbs 
Load case 2: P = 0.169 lbs 
Load case 3: P = 0.3405 lbs 
Load case 4: P = 0.8678 lbs 
Load case 5: P = 1.00 lbs 
P 
P 
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The resulting beam slope from each load case must be verified by the B-spline approximation 
technique to calculate a solution with an error tolerance of < 0.5%.  The same procedure for 
one-dimensional B-spline Collocation outlined in Chapter 3 will be followed. 
1. The first step is to select the appropriate knot vector. A fourth order, open-uniform knot 
vector with one intermediate point has been selected. 
  [0 0 0 0 ½ 1 1 1 1] 
2. The next step is to calculate all of the required basis functions for each range of values of 
the parameter ’t’ using equations (2) and (3). 
otherwise
xtx
tN iii
1
1, 0
1)( +<≤



=   
1
1,1
1
1,
,
)()()()()(
++
−++
−+
−
−
−
+
−
−
=
iki
kiki
iki
kii
ki
xx
tNtx
xx
tNxt
tN  
For 
2
10 <≤ t  
0)(1,1 =tN ;  0)(1,2 =tN ;  0)(1,3 =tN ;  1)(1,4 =tN ; 
0)(2,1 =tN ;  0)(2,2 =tN ;  ttN 21)(2,3 −= ; ttN 2)(2,4 = ; 
0)(3,1 =tN ;  23,2 )21()( ttN −= ; )32(2)(3,3 tttN −= ; 23,4 2)( ttN =  
3
4,1 )21()( ttN −= ; )397(2)( 24,2 +−= ttttN ; )43(2)( 24,3 tttN −= ;   34,4 2)( ttN =  
For 1
2
1
<≤ t  
0)(1,1 =tN ; 0)(1,2 =tN ; 0)(1,3 =tN ; 0)(1,4 =tN ; 1)(1,5 =tN ; 
0)(2,1 =tN ; 0)(2,2 =tN ; 0)(2,3 =tN ; ttN 22)(2,4 −= ;    12)(2,5 −= ttN ; 
0)(3,1 =tN ; 0)(3,2 =tN ; 23,3 )1(2)( −= ttN ; 286)( 23,4 −+−= tttN ; 23,5 )21()( ttN −=  
0)(4,1 =tN ; 24,2 )1(2)( −−= ttN ; )14()1(2)( 24,3 −−= tttN ; 
2122414)( 234,4 +−+−= ttttN ; 34,5 )12()( −= ttN  
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By plotting the k = 4 basis functions for each interval together, as shown in Figure 27, it can 
be seen that all the required criteria is met and it is safe to move on to the next step. 
 
Figure 27 Basis functions for fourth order B-spline approximation with one 
intermediate Knot Vector points 
 
3. The third step is to calculate all of the abscissa coordinates values for the required control 
points, using the Greville Abscissa formula, equation (4). 
)...(1 11 −++ +++= niiii ttt
n
x    For i=0, 1,…,g-n 
where ‘n’ is the degree of the basis functions, or k – 1 and ‘g’ is the total number of knots 
in the knot vector. 
0)000(
3
1)(
3
1
2100 =++=++= tttx  
0)000(
3
1)(
3
1
3211 =++=++= tttx  
6
1)
2
100(
3
1)(
3
1
4322 =++=++= tttx  
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2
1)1
2
10(
3
1)(
3
1
5433 =++=++= tttx  
6
5)11
2
1(
3
1)(
3
1
6544 =++=++= tttx  
1)111(
3
1)(
3
1
7655 =++=++= tttx  
1)111(
3
1)(
3
1
8766 =++=++= tttx  
Once again, the two repeating values at the ends should be dropped and that will 
leave 01 =x , 6
1
2 =x , 2
1
3 =x , 6
5
4 =x  and 15 =x  as the abscissa coordinates for the 
control points. 
4. The fourth step is to calculate the appropriate B-spline curve equations and the required 
derivatives for the boundary conditions that need to be met. Since the second term of the 
differential equation and one of the boundary conditions involve the B-spline function, it 
must be calculated for each range of the parameter‘t’. The B-spline curve must be 
calculated, by using equation (1). 
For 
2
10 <≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
,
)()(
n
i
kii tNBtθ  
)()()()()( 4,444,334,224,11 tNBtNBtNBtNBt +++=θ  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]34232231 2)43(2)397(2)21()( tBttBtttBtBt +−++−+−=θ  
For 1
2
1
<≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
,
)()(
n
i
kii tNBtθ  
)()()()()( 4,444,334,224,11 tNBtNBtNBtNBt +++=θ  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]352342332 )12(2122414)14()1(2)1(2)( −++−+−+−−+−−= tBtttBtttBtBtθ  
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Since the second boundary condition involves the first derivative, the first derivative of the 
B-spline curve must be calculated for each range of the parameter‘t’, using equation (5). 
For 
2
10 <≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
'
,
)()('
n
i
kii tNBtθ  
   )(')(')(')(')(' 4,444,334,224,11 tNBtNBtNBtNBt +++=θ  
  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]2432221 6)21(12)167(6)21(6)(' tBttBttBtBt +−++−+−−=θ  
For 1
2
1
<≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
'
,
)()('
n
i
kii tNBtθ  
)(')(')(')(')(' 4,444,334,224,11 tNBtNBtNBtNBt +++=θ  
 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]25242322 )21(6)287(6)132(12)1(6)(' tBttBttBtBt −++−−++−+−−=θ  
The first term of the differential equation involves the second derivative. The second 
derivative of the B-spline curve can be calculated for each range of the parameter‘t’, using 
equation (6). 
For 
2
10 <≤ t   ∑
+
=
=
1
1
''
,
)()(''
n
i
kii tNBtθ  
   )('')('')('')('')('' 4,444,334,224,11 tNBtNBtNBtNBt +++=θ  
  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]tBtBtBtBt 124812)37(124824)('' 4321 +−+−+−=θ  
For 1
2
1
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+
=
=
1
1
''
,
)()(''
n
i
kii tNBtθ  
   )('')('')('')('')('' 4,444,334,224,11 tNBtNBtNBtNBt +++=θ  
  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]244884483648)1(12)('' 5432 −+−+−+−−= tBtBtBtBtθ  
5. The next step is to use the boundary conditions to solve for end ordinate values of control 
points. Since the Greville Abscissa were used as control points, the parametric coordinate 
‘t’ is constrained to the Cartesian coordinate ’x’ and it becomes a direct substitution. The 
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boundary conditions were ( ) 00 =θ  and 0=
∂
∂
=Lss
θ
. Since the B-spline curve is a 
function over multiple ranges, the appropriate range must be used when calculating the 
external ordinate values. 
For 
2
10 <≤ t   [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]34232231 2)43(2)397(2)21()( tBttBtttBtBt +−++−+−=θ  
   ( ) 00 =θ  B1 = 0 01 =y  
For 1
2
1
<≤ t  
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]25242322 )21(6)287(6)132(12)1(6)(' tBttBttBtBt −++−−++−+−−=θ  
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∂
∂
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θ
 B4 = B5  54 yy =  
6. The sixth step is to substitute B-spline derivatives into the differential equation, 
( ) 0cos
*
2
2
=+
∂
∂
θ
θ
IE
P
s
. We get an equation for each range of the parameter ‘t’. 
For 
2
10 <≤ t  
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2
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2
1
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432 36243648)1(12
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[ ] [ ] [ ]( ) 0)12(2122414)14()1(2)1(2cos
*
323
4
2
3
3
2 =−++−+−+−−+−− ttttBtttBtBIE
P
 
7. The seventh step is to calculate the remaining internal ordinate coordinates of the control 
points by evaluation of the previously reduced differential equation, using the appropriate 
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range. Since the length was normalized to provide a Knot Vector with a maximum value 
of one, the second derivative portion of the approximation must be divided by L2. 
At ‘t’ = 
6
1
 , using the equation for the range 
2
10 <≤ t , 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) 0009259.012963.05648.0cos
*
2422
4322
432 =+++
++−
BBB
IE
P
L
BBB
At ‘t’ = 
2
1
, using the equation for the range 1
2
1
<≤ t , 
[ ] [ ] [ ]
+
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2
432 6126
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BBB [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) 025.050.025.0cos
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432 =++ BBBIE
P
 
At ‘t’ = 
6
5
, using the equation for the range 1
2
1
<≤ t , 
 
[ ] [ ] [ ]
+
−++
2
432 642
L
BBB [ ] [ ] [ ]( ) 08611.012963.0009259.0cos
*
432 =++ BBBIE
P
 
With three non-linear equations and three unknowns, the built in non-linear equation solver 
in Matlab, fsolve, is used to solve for the remaining ordinate coordinates for each of the five 
load cases specified. The results are listed here in Table 12. 
LOAD CASE LOAD (lbs) B2 B3 B4 B5
1 0.073 0.1178 0.2919 0.3486 0.3486
2 0.169 0.2469 0.5948 0.6993 0.6993
3 0.3405 0.4113 0.9220 1.0467 1.0467
4 0.8678 0.6968 1.3187 1.3917 1.3917
5 1 0.8049 1.4119 1.4418 1.4418
 
Table 12 Ordinate Coordinates Calculated with Matlab ‘fsolve’ Command 
 
For load case 1, P = 0.073 lbs, the resulting B-spline approximate solution for each range is: 
For 
2
0 Ls <≤   
1250000000
)883500046125s(14s)(
2 +−
=
s
sθ
 
For LsL <≤
2
  
250000000
100000176100091052)(
23 ++−
=
sss
sθ
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For load case 2, P = 0.169 lbs, the resulting B-spline approximate solution for each range is: 
For
2
0 Ls <≤   
1250000000
)18517500109425121()(
2 +−
=
sss
sθ
 
For LsL <≤
2
  
1250000000
43750001825500010417586)(
23 ++−
=
sss
sθ
 
For load case 3, P = 0.3405 lbs, the resulting B-spline approximate solution for each range is: 
For
2
0 Ls <≤   
2500000000
)616950004678501189()(
2 +−
=
sss
sθ
 
For LsL <≤
2
  
2500000000
6325000057900000391950683)(
23 ++−
=
sss
sθ
 
For load case 4, P = 0.8678 lbs, the resulting B-spline approximate solution for each range is: 
For
2
0 Ls <≤   
1000000000
)13936000154340663(3)(
2 +−
=
sss
sθ
 
For LsL <≤
2
  
5000000000
)246500000548900004759001343(3)(
23 ++−
=
sss
sθ
 
For load case 5, P = 1.00 lbs, the resulting B-spline approximate solution for each range is: 
For
2
0 Ls <≤   
1000000000
)482940006016802857()(
2 +−
=
sss
sθ
 
For LsL <≤
2
  
5000000000
113900000017313000016416005173)(
23 ++−
=
sss
sθ
 
The slopes at the end of the beam for all five load cases are listed in Table 13. The results 
listed in Table 13, show that a fourth order, open-uniform knot vector with one intermediate 
point has the resolution to approximate the geometrically non-linear beam solution for the 
first four load cases. The fifth load case has an error slightly above the threshold previously 
set and should be enhanced by adding an intermediate knot vector point or by increasing the 
B-spline function to a fifth the order approximation. 
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LOAD CASE LOAD (lbs) Frisch-Fay B-spline Collocation %ERROR
1 0.073 0.34907 0.3486 1.33E-01
2 0.169 0.69813 0.6993 1.67E-01
3 0.3405 1.0472 1.0467 4.75E-02
4 0.8678 1.39626 1.3917 3.27E-01
5 1 1.43117 1.4418 7.43E-01
SLOPE AT END (rads)
 
Table 13 Comparison of the B-spline solutions versus the Frisch-Fay solutions 
 
In order to get the B-spline Collocation Method solution for Load Case 5 to be below the 
0.5% error threshold, a fifth order approximation was calculated. The values for the ordinate 
coordinates are listed in Table 14. 
LOAD CASE LOAD (lbs) B2 B3 B4 B5
5 1 0.8079 1.4125 1.4315 1.4315
 
Table 14  Ordinates Coordinates for Fifth Order B-spline 
 
For load case 5, P = 1.00 lbs, the final resulting B-spline approximation solution is: 
s
e
s
e
s
e
s
e
s
425
8079
75
6099
7125
1913
115
4749)( 234 +−−=θ
 
The results listed in Table 15, show that a fifth order, open-uniform knot vector with no 
intermediate points has the resolution to approximate the geometrically non-linear beam 
solution for the fifth load case. 
LOAD CASE LOAD (lbs) Frisch-Fay B-spline Collocation %ERROR
5 1 1.43117 1.4312 2.10E-02
SLOPE AT END (rads)
 
Table 15    Comparison of the 5th Order B-spline solution vs. the Frisch-Fay solutions 
 
In Figure 28, all of the B-spline approximation solutions are plotted for each of the load cases 
given. As expected, the load increases resulted in an increase of the slope of the beam all 
along its arc length. 
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Figure 28 Plots of all of the B-spline solution equations 
 
Once the slope equation with respect to arc length is generated, the deflection in both 
directions can be calculated without any difficulty. Since dssdy ))(sin(θ= , the Cartesian 
ordinate location for each load case can be calculated by integrating over the entire arc 
length. 
∫=
L
dssy
0
))(sin(θ        (33) 
Also, since dssdx ))(cos(θ= , the dssdy ))(sin(θ= , the Cartesian abscissa location for each 
load case can be calculated by integrating over the entire arc length. 
∫=
L
dssx
0
))(cos(θ        (34) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LC 5 
LC 1 
LC 2 
LC 3 
LC 4 
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LOAD CASE LOAD (lbs) X Y
1 0.073 96.7690 22.9920
2 0.169 87.0995 44.6481
3 0.3405 71.1421 63.6128
4 0.8678 47.2268 79.7426
5 1 41.3610 82.7125
BEAM END COORDINATES
 
Table 16 Calculated Cartesian coordinate values for all load cases 
 
The abscissa and ordinate coordinates of the end of the beam during the bending process are 
calculated and listed in Table 16. The end of the beam behaves as expected by moving down 
and towards the cantilever supported end. 
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6 Conclusions and Discussion 
As discussed in the introduction, there were two objectives of this research. The first was 
to thoroughly document the B-spline Collocation Method in a very simple and easy to follow 
format. The second objective was to apply the B-spline Collocation Method to solve a 
geometrically nonlinear beam problem. The research conducted met both objectives and laid 
a solid foundation for future work to be done in applying the B-spline Collocation Method to 
mathematical models. 
To meet the first objective, the B-spline Collocation Method process was documented in 
a manner that any individual with a background in mathematics or engineering can follow. 
First, the properties, components and derivatives of B-spline curves was discussed in great 
detail and documented thoroughly. Then, a step-by-step procedure was developed, 
documented and applied to multiple problems, with different types of boundary conditions. 
Next, the simplicity and accuracy of the B-spline Collocation Method was discussed and 
analyzed in great detail. This included a discussion on the benefits of additional internal knot 
vector points and a comparison of them with the smoothest type. Once the one-dimensional 
B-spline Collocation Method is documented, it was expanded to two-dimensions and the 
foundation was laid for future research in this area. Finally, a symbolic Matlab code was 
developed to help solve boundary value problems with the B-spline Collocation Method. 
The second objective was to apply the B-spline Collocation Method to solve a 
geometrically nonlinear beam problem. A cantilevered beam with a vertical end force was 
chosen from Frisch-Fay [10], in Chapter 2 of his book ‘Flexible Bars’. In his solution, Frisch-
Fay goes through a very complex process to reach his solution. The B-spline solution 
developed here is found to be very accurate and far simpler to solve. The geometrically non-
linear beam problem was evaluated using the B-spline Collocation Method for each load case 
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and the RMS error was less than 0.33% for all of them. This exceeds the 0.5% benchmark 
established at the beginning of the research. 
The background information, step-by-step procedure, worked out problems, symbolic 
Matlab code and extensive list of references provided in this thesis, will give a future 
researcher all of the necessary tools to apply the B-spline Collocation Method to solving 
mathematical models. The simplicity and accuracy of this method will allow a future 
researcher to easily apply it to many linear and nonlinear mechanics of materials type 
problems. 
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Appendix 
Matlab Code for Example 1A 
% Jason Magoon 
% June 1, 2009 
% EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1a 
  
clear all 
clc 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% REQUIRED SYMBOLIC VARIABLES 
syms B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 
t = sym('t'); 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% REQUIRED INPUTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
K = 3;                                 % ORDER 
T = [0 0 0 1 1 1];                     % KNOT VECTOR 
Binit = [B1 B2 B3];                    % # of B'S = K + intvl - 1 
L = 1; 
        %%%%% PRE-CALCULATED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS %%%%% 
%%ALSO MODIFY LINES 147 - 169%%%%% 
B1 = 0; 
B3 = 1; 
    %%%%% DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION PARAMETERS %%%%% 
% E*P''+ F*P' + G*P + H = 0 
E = 1;F = 2;G = 1;H = 0; 
ODE = 2;   %ORDER OF ODE 
            %%%%%% CALC EXACT SOLUTION %%%%% 
x = 0:0.01:L; 
exact = 2.718.*x.*exp(-x);              %EXACT SOLUTION OF ODE 
EXACTt = 2.718.*t.*exp(-t);             %FOR COMPARISON CALCULATIONS 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% REQUIRED STARTING VARIABLES 
intvl = 0; 
m = length(T); 
n = K - 1; 
p = 1; d = 1; e = K; f = 2; h = K; r = 0; 
X = zeros(m-n+1,1); 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE NUMBER OF INTERVALS IN KNOT VECTOR 
for i = 1 : m - 1 
    if T(i) < T(i+1) 
        count = 1; 
    else 
        count = 0;  
    end 
    intvl = intvl + count; 
    i = i + 1; 
end 
intvl; 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CREATE SYMBOLIC 'N' ARRAY 
for i = 1:K + intvl 
    for j = 1:intvl 
    N(i,j*K) = t; 
    end 
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end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE BASIS FUNCTIONS 'N' 
for k = 1:intvl 
    for i = 1:K + intvl 
        for j = d 
            if i==e 
                N(i,j) = 1; 
            else 
                N(i,j) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    d = d + K; 
    e = e + 1; 
end 
for k = 1:intvl 
    for j = 2:K 
        for i = 1:K + intvl - 1 
            lh = iszero(t - T(i),T(i+j-1) - T(i)); 
            rh = iszero(T(i+j) - t,T(i+j) - T(i+1)); 
            N(i,j+r) = ((lh) * N(i,j+r-1)) + ((rh) * N(i+1,j+r-1)); 
        end 
    end 
        r = r + K; 
end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% ADDITIONAL MATRIX OPERATIONS 
N(K+intvl,:) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
%%%%%%%%%%% DELETING ALL NON'K'MULTIPLE COLUMNS OF 'N'%%%%%%%%%%% 
for j=1:intvl*K 
        I(1,j) = j; 
        j = j + 1; 
end 
for k = intvl:-1:1 
    I(:,k*K) = []; 
end 
N(:,I) = []; 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% GREVILLE ABSCISSAE CALCULATION 
for i = 1:m-n+1 
    while i < m-n+2 
        TG = sum(T(i:i+n-1)); 
        X(i)=(1/n)*TG; 
        XCOM(i) = X(i);          %FOR COMPARISON CALCULATIONS 
        i = i + 1; 
    end 
end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%% DELETE FIRST 2 AND LAST 2 VALUES OF X %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
X(m-n+1) = [];             %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
XCOM(m-n+1) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(m-n) = [];               %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(2) = [];                 %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(1) = [];                 %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
XCOM(1) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X 
%XCOM 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%ADD DERIVATIVES TO 'N' 
DLIM = intvl * ODE; 
i = 1; 
for j = intvl + 1:intvl + DLIM 
        N(:,j) = diff(N(:,i)); 
        i = i + 1; 
end 
N 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE 'P' 
clear t 
PEQ = Binit * N; 
Pinit = subs(PEQ); 
P2 = transpose(Pinit); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%CALCULATE 'B' VALUES%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i = 1:intvl 
    EQ(i,1) = simple((E*P2(i+ODE*intvl))/L^2 + (F*P2(i+intvl))/L + G*P2(i)); 
end 
  
VARCNT = length(X); 
UNKCNT = length(Binit)-2; 
  
i = 1; 
for k = 1:VARCNT 
        if X(k) <= T(K+i) 
            t = X(k); 
            eq(k) = subs(EQ(i,1)); 
            Nf = eval(N); 
            for j = 1:UNKCNT 
                A(k,j)=G*Nf(j+1,i) + (F*Nf(j+1,i+intvl))/L + 
(E*Nf(j+1,i+2*intvl))/L^2; 
            end 
        else 
            i = i+1; 
            t = X(k); 
            eq(k) = subs(EQ(i,1)); 
            Nf = eval(N); 
            for j = 1:UNKCNT 
                A(k,j)=G*Nf(j+1,i) + (F*Nf(j+1,i+intvl))/L + 
(E*Nf(j+1,i+2*intvl))/L^2; 
            end 
        end 
end 
  
B1=0;B2=0;B3=0;B4=0;B5=0;B6=0;B7=0;B8=0;B9=0;B10=0; 
B11=0;B12=0;B13=0;B14=0;B15=0;B16=0; 
  
remain = transpose(-eval(eq)); 
B = inv(A)*remain 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%SUBSTITUTE 'B' VALUES INTO 'P'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
syms B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 
%%%% ASSIGN SYMBOLIC 'B' VALUES BETWEEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS %%%%% 
B2=B(1); 
  
clear t 
for i = 1:intvl; 
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    ANS(i,1) = subs(P2(i)); 
end 
ANS 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%PLOT APPROXIMATE SOLUTION%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
figure(2) 
v=1; 
if intvl == 1 
    for j = 1:K 
        xfin = 0:0.01:L; 
        t = xfin / L; 
        FINANS = subs(ANS); 
        plot(xfin,FINANS,'b'); 
        hold on 
    end 
else 
    for i = 0:intvl - 1 
        xfin  = T(K+i)*L:0.01:T(K+1+i)*L; 
        t = xfin / L; 
        i = i + 1; 
        FINANS = subs(ANS(i,1)); 
        plot(xfin,FINANS,'b'); 
        v = v + 1; 
        hold on 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% PLOT BASIS FUNCTIONS 
figure(1) 
if intvl == 1 
    for j = 1:K 
        t = 0:0.01:1; 
        Q = subs(N(j,1)); 
        plot(t,Q);title('BASIS FUNCTIONS');xlabel('t');ylabel('N'); 
        hold on 
    end 
else 
    for i = 0:intvl - 1 
        t  = T(K+i):0.01:T(K+1+i); 
        i = i + 1; 
        for j = 1:K+intvl-1 
            Q = subs(N(j,i)); 
            plot(t,Q);title('BASIS FUNCTIONS');xlabel('t');ylabel('N'); 
            hold on 
        end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% PLOT EXACT SOLUTION %% 
figure(2) 
plot(x,exact,'r');title('EXACT vs APPROXIMATE 
SOLUTIONS');xlabel('X');ylabel('Y'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% COMPARE RESULTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i = 1:length(XCOM) 
    t = XCOM(i); 
    CALCANS(1,i) = subs(ANS); 
    EXACTANS(i,1) = subs(EXACTt); 
end 
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fprintf(1,'\nComputed Solutions With Error\n'); 
fprintf(1,'    No      x      Approx       Exact       %%RelErr\n'); 
fprintf(1,' ------  ------ ------------ ------------ ------------\n'); 
for j = 1:length(XCOM) 
        err = 100*abs(1 - CALCANS(j)/EXACTANS(j)); 
        E(j)=err; 
   fprintf(1,'%6.0f %6.2f %12.5f %12.5f 
%12.4e\n',j,XCOM(j),CALCANS(j),EXACTANS(j),err); 
end 
 
NO = length(E); 
E(1) = []; 
ESQR = E.^2; 
RMSS = sqrt(sum(ESQR)/NO); 
fprintf(1,'\nComputed Root Mean Sum of the Squares Error\n'); 
fprintf(1,'%12.5e\n',RMSS); 
 
function out = iszero(num,den) 
if den == 0 
    out = 0; 
else 
    out = num/den; 
end 
return 
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Matlab Code for Example 1B 
% Jason Magoon 
% June 1, 2009 
% EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1b 
  
clear all 
clc 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% REQUIRED SYMBOLIC VARIABLES 
syms B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 
t = sym('t'); 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% REQUIRED INPUTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
K = 3;                                              % ORDER 
T = [0 0 0 1/3 2/3 1 1 1];               % KNOT VECTOR 
Binit = [B1 B2 B3 B4 B5];                    % # of B'S = K + intvl - 1 
L = 1; 
        %%%%% PRE-CALCULATED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS %%%%% 
%%ALSO MODIFY LINES 147 - 169%%%%% 
B1 = 0; 
B5 = 1; 
    %%%%% DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION PARAMETERS %%%%% 
% E*P''+ F*P' + G*P + H = 0 
E = 1; 
F = 2; 
G = 1; 
H = 0; 
ODE = 2;   %ORDER OF ODE 
            %%%%%% CALC EXACT SOLUTION %%%%% 
x = 0:0.01:L; 
exact = 2.718.*x.*exp(-x);              %EXACT SOLUTION OF ODE 
EXACTt = 2.718.*t.*exp(-t);             %FOR COMPARISON CALCULATIONS 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% REQUIRED STARTING VARIABLES 
intvl = 0; 
m = length(T); 
n = K - 1; 
p = 1; d = 1; e = K; f = 2; h = K; r = 0; 
X = zeros(m-n+1,1); 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE NUMBER OF INTERVALS IN KNOT VECTOR 
for i = 1 : m - 1 
    if T(i) < T(i+1) 
        count = 1; 
    else 
        count = 0;  
    end 
    intvl = intvl + count; 
    i = i + 1; 
end 
intvl; 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CREATE SYMBOLIC 'N' ARRAY 
for i = 1:K + intvl 
    for j = 1:intvl 
    N(i,j*K) = t; 
    end 
end 
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%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE BASIS FUNCTIONS 'N' 
for k = 1:intvl 
    for i = 1:K + intvl 
        for j = d 
            if i==e 
                N(i,j) = 1; 
            else 
                N(i,j) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    d = d + K; 
    e = e + 1; 
end 
for k = 1:intvl 
    for j = 2:K 
        for i = 1:K + intvl - 1 
            lh = iszero(t - T(i),T(i+j-1) - T(i)); 
            rh = iszero(T(i+j) - t,T(i+j) - T(i+1)); 
            N(i,j+r) = ((lh) * N(i,j+r-1)) + ((rh) * N(i+1,j+r-1)); 
        end 
    end 
        r = r + K; 
end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% ADDITIONAL MATRIX OPERATIONS 
N(K+intvl,:) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
%%%%%%%%%%% DELETING ALL NON'K'MULTIPLE COLUMNS OF 'N'%%%%%%%%%%% 
for j=1:intvl*K 
        I(1,j) = j; 
        j = j + 1; 
end 
for k = intvl:-1:1 
    I(:,k*K) = []; 
end 
N(:,I) = []; 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% GREVILLE ABSCISSAE CALCULATION 
for i = 1:m-n+1 
    while i < m-n+2 
        TG = sum(T(i:i+n-1)); 
        X(i)=(1/n)*TG; 
        XCOM(i) = X(i);          %FOR COMPARISON CALCULATIONS 
        i = i + 1; 
    end 
end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%% DELETE FIRST 2 AND LAST 2 VALUES OF X %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
X(m-n+1) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
XCOM(m-n+1) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(m-n) = [];            %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(2) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(1) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
XCOM(1) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X 
XCOM 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%ADD DERIVATIVES TO 'N' 
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DLIM = intvl * ODE; 
i = 1; 
for j = intvl + 1:intvl + DLIM 
        N(:,j) = diff(N(:,i)); 
        i = i + 1; 
end 
N 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE 'P' 
clear t 
PEQ = Binit * N; 
Pinit = subs(PEQ); 
P2 = transpose(Pinit); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%CALCULATE 'B' VALUES%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i = 1:intvl 
    EQ(i,1) = simple((E*P2(i+ODE*intvl))/L^2 + (F*P2(i+intvl))/L + G*P2(i)); 
end 
  
VARCNT = length(X); 
UNKCNT = length(Binit)-2; 
  
i = 1; 
for k = 1:VARCNT 
        if X(k) <= T(K+i) 
            t = X(k); 
            eq(k) = subs(EQ(i,1)); 
            Nf = eval(N); 
            for j = 1:UNKCNT 
                A(k,j)=G*Nf(j+1,i) + (F*Nf(j+1,i+intvl))/L + 
(E*Nf(j+1,i+2*intvl))/L^2; 
            end 
        else 
            i = i+1; 
            t = X(k); 
            eq(k) = subs(EQ(i,1)); 
            Nf = eval(N); 
            for j = 1:UNKCNT 
                A(k,j)=G*Nf(j+1,i) + (F*Nf(j+1,i+intvl))/L + 
(E*Nf(j+1,i+2*intvl))/L^2; 
            end 
        end 
end 
  
B1=0;B2=0;B3=0;B4=0;B5=0;B6=0;B7=0;B8=0;B9=0;B10=0; 
B11=0;B12=0;B13=0;B14=0;B15=0;B16=0; 
  
remain = transpose(-eval(eq)); 
B = inv(A)*remain 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%SUBSTITUTE 'B' VALUES INTO 'P'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
syms B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 
%%%% ASSIGN SYMBOLIC 'B' VALUES BETWEEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS %%%%% 
B2=B(1); 
B3=B(2); 
B4=B(3); 
  
clear t 
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for i = 1:intvl; 
    ANS(i,1) = subs(P2(i)); 
end 
ANS 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%PLOT APPROXIMATE SOLUTION%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
figure(2) 
v=1; 
if intvl == 1 
    for j = 1:K 
        xfin = 0:0.01:L; 
        t = xfin / L; 
        FINANS = subs(ANS); 
        plot(xfin,FINANS,'b'); 
        hold on 
    end 
else 
    for i = 0:intvl - 1 
        xfin  = T(K+i)*L:0.01:T(K+1+i)*L; 
        t = xfin / L; 
        i = i + 1; 
        FINANS = subs(ANS(i,1)); 
        plot(xfin,FINANS,'b'); 
        v = v + 1; 
        hold on 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% PLOT BASIS FUNCTIONS 
figure(1) 
if intvl == 1 
    for j = 1:K 
        t = 0:0.01:1; 
        Q = subs(N(j,1)); 
        plot(t,Q);title('BASIS FUNCTIONS');xlabel('t');ylabel('N'); 
        hold on 
    end 
else 
    for i = 0:intvl - 1 
        t  = T(K+i):0.01:T(K+1+i); 
        i = i + 1; 
        for j = 1:K+intvl-1 
            Q = subs(N(j,i)); 
            plot(t,Q);title('BASIS FUNCTIONS');xlabel('t');ylabel('N'); 
            hold on 
        end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% PLOT EXACT SOLUTION %% 
figure(2) 
plot(x,exact,'r');title('EXACT vs APPROXIMATE 
SOLUTIONS');xlabel('X');ylabel('Y'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% COMPARE RESULTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
m = K+1; 
if intvl == 1 
    for i = 1:length(XCOM) 
        t = XCOM(i); 
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        CALCANS(1,i) = subs(ANS); 
        EXACTANS(1,i) = subs(EXACTt); 
    end 
else 
    for i = 1:length(XCOM) 
        if XCOM(i)<=T(m) 
            m; 
            t = XCOM(i); 
            CALCANS(1,i) = subs(ANS(m-K)); 
            EXACTANS(1,i) = subs(EXACTt); 
        else 
            m = m + 1; 
            t = XCOM(i); 
            CALCANS(1,i) = subs(ANS(m-K)); 
            EXACTANS(1,i) = subs(EXACTt);        
        end 
    end 
end 
                
fprintf(1,'\nComputed Solutions With Error\n'); 
fprintf(1,'    No      x      Approx       Exact       %%RelErr\n'); 
fprintf(1,' ------  ------ ------------ ------------ ------------\n'); 
for j = 1:length(XCOM) 
        err = 100*abs(1 - CALCANS(j)/EXACTANS(j)); 
        E(j)=err; 
   fprintf(1,'%6.0f %6.2f %12.5f %12.5f 
%12.4e\n',j,XCOM(j),CALCANS(j),EXACTANS(j),err); 
end 
 
NO = length(E); 
E(1) = []; 
ESQR = E.^2; 
RMSS = sqrt(sum(ESQR)/NO); 
fprintf(1,'\nComputed Root Mean Sum of the Squares Error\n'); 
fprintf(1,'%12.5e\n',RMSS); 
  
function out = iszero(num,den) 
if den == 0 
    out = 0; 
else 
    out = num/den; 
end 
return 
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Matlab Code for Example 2 
% Jason Magoon 
% SEPTEMBER 9, 2009 
% EXAMPLE PROBLEM 2 
  
clear all 
clc 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% REQUIRED SYMBOLIC VARIABLES 
syms B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 B20 
t = sym('t'); 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% REQUIRED INPUTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
K = 3;                                              % ORDER 
T = [0 0 0 1 1 1];               % KNOT VECTOR 
Binit = [B1 B2 B3];                    % # of B'S = K + intvl - 1 
L = 1; 
        %%%%% PRE-CALCULATED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS %%%%% 
%%ALSO MODIFY LINES 147 - 169%%%%% 
B1 = 0; 
B3 = 1; 
%     %%%%% DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION PARAMETERS %%%%% 
% % E*P''+ F*P' + G*P + H = 0 
E = 1; 
F = 0; 
G = 16;          %lambda^2 
H = 0; 
lambda = sqrt(G); 
ODE = 2;   %ORDER OF ODE 
            %%%%%% CALC EXACT SOLUTION %%%%% 
x = 0:0.01:L; 
exact = (1/sin(lambda)).*sin(lambda*x);              %EXACT SOLUTION OF ODE 
EXACTt = (1/sin(lambda)).*sin(lambda*t); 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% REQUIRED STARTING VARIABLES 
intvl = 0; 
m = length(T); 
n = K - 1; 
p = 1; d = 1; e = K; f = 2; h = K; r = 0; 
X = zeros(m-n+1,1); 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE NUMBER OF INTERVALS IN KNOT VECTOR 
for i = 1 : m - 1 
    if T(i) < T(i+1) 
        count = 1; 
    else 
        count = 0;  
    end 
    intvl = intvl + count; 
    i = i + 1; 
end 
intvl; 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CREATE SYMBOLIC 'N' ARRAY 
for i = 1:K + intvl 
    for j = 1:intvl 
    N(i,j*K) = t; 
    end 
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end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE BASIS FUNCTIONS 'N' 
for k = 1:intvl 
    for i = 1:K + intvl 
        for j = d 
            if i==e 
                N(i,j) = 1; 
            else 
                N(i,j) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    d = d + K; 
    e = e + 1; 
end 
for k = 1:intvl 
    for j = 2:K 
        for i = 1:K + intvl - 1 
            lh = iszero(t - T(i),T(i+j-1) - T(i)); 
            rh = iszero(T(i+j) - t,T(i+j) - T(i+1)); 
            N(i,j+r) = ((lh) * N(i,j+r-1)) + ((rh) * N(i+1,j+r-1)); 
        end 
    end 
        r = r + K; 
end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% ADDITIONAL MATRIX OPERATIONS 
N(K+intvl,:) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
%%%%%%%%%%% DELETING ALL NON'K'MULTIPLE COLUMNS OF 'N'%%%%%%%%%%% 
for j=1:intvl*K 
        I(1,j) = j; 
        j = j + 1; 
end 
for k = intvl:-1:1 
    I(:,k*K) = []; 
end 
N(:,I) = []; 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% GREVILLE ABSCISSAE CALCULATION 
for i = 1:m-n+1 
    while i < m-n+2 
        TG = sum(T(i:i+n-1)); 
        X(i)=(1/n)*TG; 
        XCOM(i) = X(i);          %FOR COMPARISON CALCULATIONS 
        i = i + 1; 
    end 
end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%% DELETE FIRST 2 AND LAST 2 VALUES OF X %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
X(m-n+1) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
XCOM(m-n+1) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(m-n) = [];            %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(2) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(1) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
XCOM(1) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X 
XCOM 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%ADD DERIVATIVES TO 'N' 
DLIM = intvl * ODE; 
i = 1; 
for j = intvl + 1:intvl + DLIM 
        N(:,j) = diff(N(:,i)); 
        i = i + 1; 
end 
N 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE 'P' 
clear t 
PEQ = Binit * N; 
Pinit = subs(PEQ); 
P2 = transpose(Pinit); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%CALCULATE 'B' VALUES%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i = 1:intvl 
    EQ(i,1) = simple((E*P2(i+ODE*intvl))/L^2 + G*P2(i)); 
end 
  
VARCNT = length(X); 
UNKCNT = length(Binit)-2; 
  
i = 1; 
for k = 1:VARCNT 
        if X(k) <= T(K+i) 
            t = X(k); 
            eq(k) = subs(EQ(i,1)); 
            Nf = eval(N); 
            for j = 1:UNKCNT 
                A(k,j)=G*Nf(j+1,i) + (E*Nf(j+1,i+2*intvl))/L^2; 
            end 
        else 
            i = i+1; 
            t = X(k); 
            eq(k) = subs(EQ(i,1)); 
            Nf = eval(N); 
            for j = 1:UNKCNT 
                A(k,j)=G*Nf(j+1,i) + (E*Nf(j+1,i+2*intvl))/L^2; 
            end 
        end 
end 
  
B1=0;B2=0;B3=0;B4=0;B5=0;B6=0;B7=0;B8=0;B9=0;B10=0; 
  
remain = transpose(-eval(eq)); 
B = inv(A)*remain 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%SUBSTITUTE 'B' VALUES INTO 'P'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
syms B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 B20 
%%%% ASSIGN SYMBOLIC 'B' VALUES BETWEEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS %%%%% 
B2=B(1); 
  
clear t 
for i = 1:intvl; 
    ANS(i,1) = subs(P2(i)); 
end 
ANS 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%PLOT APPROXIMATE SOLUTION%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
figure(2) 
v=1; 
if intvl == 1 
    for j = 1:K 
        xfin = 0:0.01:L; 
        t = xfin / L; 
        FINANS = subs(ANS); 
        COMPARE=FINANS; 
        plot(xfin,FINANS,'b'); 
        hold on 
    end 
else 
    for i = 0:intvl - 1 
        xfin  = T(K+i)*L:0.01:T(K+1+i)*L; 
        t = xfin / L; 
        i = i + 1; 
        FINANS = subs(ANS(i,1)); 
        COMPARE(i,1:length(xfin))=FINANS; 
        plot(xfin,FINANS,'b'); 
        v = v + 1; 
        hold on 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% PLOT BASIS FUNCTIONS 
figure(1) 
if intvl == 1 
    for j = 1:K 
        t = 0:0.01:1; 
        Q = subs(N(j,1)); 
        plot(t,Q);title('BASIS FUNCTIONS');xlabel('t');ylabel('N'); 
        hold on 
    end 
else 
    for i = 0:intvl - 1 
        t  = T(K+i):0.01:T(K+1+i); 
        i = i + 1; 
        for j = 1:K+intvl-1 
            Q = subs(N(j,i)); 
            plot(t,Q);title('BASIS FUNCTIONS');xlabel('t');ylabel('N'); 
            hold on 
        end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% PLOT EXACT SOLUTION %% 
figure(2) 
plot(x,exact,'r');title('EXACT vs APPROXIMATE 
SOLUTIONS');xlabel('X');ylabel('Y'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% COMPARE RESULTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
m = K+1; 
if intvl == 1 
    for i = 1:length(XCOM) 
        t = XCOM(i); 
        CALCANS(1,i) = subs(ANS); 
        EXACTANS(1,i) = subs(EXACTt); 
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    end 
else 
    for i = 1:length(XCOM) 
        if XCOM(i)<=T(m) 
            m; 
            t = XCOM(i); 
            CALCANS(1,i) = subs(ANS(m-K)); 
            EXACTANS(1,i) = subs(EXACTt); 
        else 
            m = m + 1; 
            t = XCOM(i); 
            CALCANS(1,i) = subs(ANS(m-K)); 
            EXACTANS(1,i) = subs(EXACTt);        
        end 
    end 
end 
                
fprintf(1,'\nComputed Solutions With Error\n'); 
fprintf(1,'    No      x      Approx       Exact       %%RelErr\n'); 
fprintf(1,' ------  ------ ------------ ------------ ------------\n'); 
for j = 1:length(XCOM) 
        err = 100*abs(1 - CALCANS(j)/EXACTANS(j)); 
        E(j)=err; 
        fprintf(1,'%6.0f %6.2f %12.5f %12.5f 
%12.4e\n',j,XCOM(j),CALCANS(j),EXACTANS(j),err); 
end 
NO = length(E); 
E(1) = []; 
ESQR = E.^2; 
RMSS = sqrt(sum(ESQR)/NO); 
fprintf(1,'\nComputed Root Mean Sum of the Squares Error\n'); 
fprintf(1,'%12.5e\n',RMSS); 
 
function out = iszero(num,den) 
if den == 0 
    out = 0; 
else 
    out = num/den; 
end 
return 
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Matlab Code for Example 3 
% Jason Magoon 
% SEPTEMBER 9, 2009 
% EXAMPLE PROBLEM 3 
  
clear all 
clc 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% REQUIRED SYMBOLIC VARIABLES 
syms B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 
t = sym('t'); 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% REQUIRED INPUTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
K = 6;                                              % ORDER 
T = [0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1];                   % KNOT VECTOR 
Binit = [B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6];                    % # of B'S = K + intvl - 1 
L = 10;                         % BEAM LENGTH, UNITS: IN 
EL = 29000000;                 % ASTM-A36, UNITS: PSI 
IN = .6;                     % 2 X 2 X 1/8 WALL TUBE, UNITS: IN^4 
W = 10;                        % DISTRIBUTED LOAD, UNITS: LBS/IN 
%%%%% PRE-CALCULATED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS %%%%% 
%%ALSO MODIFY LINES 147 - 169%%%%% 
B1 = 0;         % PRECALCULATED 
B2 = 0;         % PRECALCULATED 
BC3 = 2;        % ORDER OF 3RD BOUNDARY CONDITION 
BC4 = 3;        % ORDER OF 4TH BOUNDARY CONDITION 
  
    %%%%% DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION PARAMETERS %%%%% 
% C*P''''+ D*P'''+ E*P''+ F*P' + G*P + H = 0 
C = 1; 
D = 0; 
E = 0; 
F = 0; 
G = 0; 
H = W /(EL*IN); 
ODE = 4;   %ORDER OF ODE 
            %%%%%% CALC EXACT SOLUTION %%%%% 
x = 0:0.01:L; 
exact = ((W.*x.^2)/(24*EL*IN)).*(4*L.*x-x.^2-6*L^2);    %EXACT SOLUTION OF 
ODE 
EXACTt = ((W.*t.^2)/(24*EL*IN)).*(4*L.*t-t.^2-6*L^2);    %EXACT SOLUTION OF 
ODE 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% REQUIRED STARTING VARIABLES 
intvl = 0; 
m = length(T); 
n = K - 1; 
p = 1; d = 1; e = K; f = 2; h = K; r = 0; 
X = zeros(m-n+1,1); 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE NUMBER OF INTERVALS IN KNOT VECTOR 
for i = 1 : m - 1 
    if T(i) < T(i+1) 
        count = 1; 
    else 
        count = 0;  
    end 
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    intvl = intvl + count; 
    i = i + 1; 
end 
intvl; 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CREATE SYMBOLIC 'N' ARRAY 
for i = 1:K + intvl 
    for j = 1:intvl 
    N(i,j*K) = t; 
    end 
end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE BASIS FUNCTIONS 'N' 
for k = 1:intvl 
    for i = 1:K + intvl 
        for j = d 
            if i==e 
                N(i,j) = 1; 
            else 
                N(i,j) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    d = d + K; 
    e = e + 1; 
end 
for k = 1:intvl 
    for j = 2:K 
        for i = 1:K + intvl - 1 
            lh = iszero(t - T(i),T(i+j-1) - T(i)); 
            rh = iszero(T(i+j) - t,T(i+j) - T(i+1)); 
            N(i,j+r) = ((lh) * N(i,j+r-1)) + ((rh) * N(i+1,j+r-1)); 
        end 
    end 
        r = r + K; 
end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% ADDITIONAL MATRIX OPERATIONS 
N(K+intvl,:) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
%%%%%%%%%%% DELETING ALL NON'K'MULTIPLE COLUMNS OF 'N'%%%%%%%%%%% 
for j=1:intvl*K 
        I(1,j) = j; 
        j = j + 1; 
end 
for k = intvl:-1:1 
    I(:,k*K) = []; 
end 
N(:,I) = []; 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% GREVILLE ABSCISSAE CALCULATION 
for i = 1:m-n+1 
    while i < m-n+2 
        TG = sum(T(i:i+n-1)); 
        X(i)=(1/n)*TG; 
        XCOM(i) = X(i);          %FOR COMPARISON CALCULATIONS 
        i = i + 1; 
    end 
end 
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%% %%%%%%%%%%% DELETE FIRST 2 AND LAST 2 VALUES OF X %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
X(m-n+1) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
XCOM(m-n+1) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(m-n) = [];            %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(2) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(1) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
XCOM(1) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X 
XCOM 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%ADD DERIVATIVES TO 'N' 
DLIM = intvl * ODE; 
i = 1; 
for j = intvl + 1:intvl + DLIM 
        N(:,j) = diff(N(:,i)); 
        i = i + 1; 
end 
N 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE 'P' 
clear t 
PEQ = Binit * N; 
Pinit = subs(PEQ); 
P2 = transpose(Pinit) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%CALCULATE 'B' VALUES%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i = 1:intvl 
    EQ(i,1) = simple(((C / L^4).*P2(i+ODE*intvl))+ H); 
end 
EQ 
UNKCNT = length(Binit)-2; 
  
AT1(1)= Binit * N(1:K+intvl-1,intvl+intvl*BC3); 
AT1(2)= Binit * N(1:K+intvl-1,intvl+intvl*BC4); 
  
k = 1; 
t = L; 
eq(k) = subs(AT1(k)); 
Nf = eval(N); 
for j = 1:UNKCNT 
    A(k,j) = Nf(j + 2,intvl+intvl*BC3); 
end 
k = 2; 
t = L^2; 
eq(k) = subs(AT1(k)); 
for j = 1:UNKCNT 
    A(k,j) = Nf(j + 2,intvl+intvl*BC4); 
end 
eq; 
clear t 
  
XUSED=X; 
XUSED(length(X)) = [];      %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
XUSED(1) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
XUSED; 
  
i = ODE*intvl+1; 
a = 1; 
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b = 1; 
c = 1; 
for k = 3:UNKCNT 
            if XUSED(a) <= T(K+c) 
                t = XUSED(a); 
                eq(k) = subs(EQ(b,1)); 
                Nf = eval(N); 
                for j = 1:UNKCNT 
                    A(k,j)=Nf(j+2,i)/L^4; 
                end 
                a = a + 1; 
            else 
            b = b + 1; 
            c = c + 1; 
            i = i + 1; 
            t = XUSED(a); 
            eq(k) = subs(EQ(b,1)); 
            Nf = eval(N); 
            for j = 1:UNKCNT 
                A(k,j)=Nf(j+2,i)/L^4; 
            end 
            a = a + 1; 
            end            
end 
  
A 
eq 
B1=0;B2=0;B3=0;B4=0;B5=0;B6=0;B7=0;B8=0;B9=0;B10=0; 
B11=0;B12=0;B13=0;B14=0;B15=0;B16=0; 
  
remain = transpose(-eval(eq)) 
B = inv(A)*remain 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%SUBSTITUTE 'B' VALUES INTO 'P'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
syms B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 
%%%% ASSIGN SYMBOLIC 'B' VALUES BETWEEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS %%%%% 
B3=B(1); 
B4=B(2); 
B5=B(3); 
B6=B(4); 
  
clear t 
for i = 1:intvl; 
    ANS(i,1) = subs(P2(i)); 
end 
ANS 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%PLOT APPROXIMATE SOLUTION%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
figure(2) 
if intvl == 1 
    for j = 1:K 
        xfin = 0:0.01:L; 
        t = xfin; 
        FINANS = subs(ANS)/L^4; 
        COMPARE = FINANS; 
        plot(xfin,FINANS,'b');title('APPROXIMATE 
SOLUTION');xlabel('X');ylabel('Y'); 
        hold on 
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    end 
else 
    for i = 0:intvl - 1 
        xfin  = T(K+i)*L:0.01:T(K+1+i)*L; 
        t = xfin / L^4; 
        i = i + 1; 
        FINANS = subs(ANS(i,1)); 
        COMPARE(i,1:length(xfin)) = FINANS; 
        plot(xfin,FINANS,'b');title('APPROXIMATE 
SOLUTION');xlabel('X');ylabel('Y'); 
        hold on 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% PLOT BASIS FUNCTIONS 
figure(1) 
if intvl == 1 
    for j = 1:K 
        t = 0:0.01:1; 
        Q = subs(N(j,1)); 
        plot(t,Q);title('BASIS FUNCTIONS');xlabel('t');ylabel('N'); 
        hold on 
    end 
else 
    for i = 0:intvl - 1 
        t  = T(K+i):0.01:T(K+1+i); 
        i = i + 1; 
        for j = 1:K+intvl-1 
            Q = subs(N(j,i)); 
            plot(t,Q);title('BASIS FUNCTIONS');xlabel('t');ylabel('N'); 
            hold on 
        end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% PLOT EXACT SOLUTION %% 
figure(3) 
plot(x,exact,'r');title('EXACT SOLUTION');xlabel('X');ylabel('Y'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% COMPARE RESULTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
m = K+1; 
if intvl == 1 
    for i = 1:length(XCOM) 
        t = XCOM(i); 
        CALCANS(1,i) = subs(ANS)/L^4; 
        EXACTANS(1,i) = subs(EXACTt); 
    end 
else 
    for i = 1:length(XCOM) 
        if XCOM(i)<=T(m) 
            m; 
            t = XCOM(i); 
            CALCANS(1,i) = subs(ANS(m-K))/L^4; 
            EXACTANS(1,i) = subs(EXACTt); 
        else 
            m = m + 1; 
            t = XCOM(i); 
            CALCANS(1,i) = subs(ANS(m-K))/L^4; 
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            EXACTANS(1,i) = subs(EXACTt);        
        end 
    end 
end 
                
fprintf(1,'\nComputed Solutions With Error\n'); 
fprintf(1,'    No      x      Approx       Exact       %%RelErr\n'); 
fprintf(1,' ------  ------ ------------ ------------ ------------\n'); 
for j = 1:length(XCOM) 
        err = 100*abs(1 - CALCANS(j)/EXACTANS(j)); 
        E(j)=err; 
        fprintf(1,'%6.0f %6.2f %12.4e %12.4e 
%12.4e\n',j,XCOM(j),CALCANS(j),EXACTANS(j),err); 
end 
NO = length(E); 
E(1) = []; 
ESQR = E.^2; 
RMSS = sqrt(sum(ESQR)/NO); 
fprintf(1,'\nComputed Root Mean Sum of the Squares Error\n'); 
fprintf(1,'%12.5e\n',RMSS); 
 
function out = iszero(num,den) 
if den == 0 
    out = 0; 
else 
    out = num/den; 
end 
return 
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Matlab Code for Geometrically Non-linear Beam Problem, Load Case 5 
% Jason Magoon 
% SEPTEMBER 19, 2009 
% NONLINEAR CANTILEVER BEAM PROBLEM 
% LOAD CASE 5 
  
clear all 
clc 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% REQUIRED SYMBOLIC VARIABLES 
syms B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 
t = sym('t'); 
s = sym('s'); 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% REQUIRED INPUTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
K = 4;                              % ORDER 
ODE = 2;                            % DEGREE OF ODE 
T = [0 0 0 0 1/2 1 1 1 1];          % KNOT VECTOR 
Binit = [B1 B2 B3 B4 B5];           % # of B'S = K + intvl - 1 
L = 100;                            % UNITS: IN 
LOAD = 1.0;                           % UNITS: POUNDS 
ELASTICITY = 29000000;              % ASTM-A36, UNITS: PSI 
INERTIA = .00003448;                 % UNITS: IN^4 
        %%%%% PRE-CALCULATED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS %%%%% 
%%ALSO MODIFY LINES 147 - 169%%%%% 
B1 = 0; 
%B5 = B4; 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% REQUIRED STARTING VARIABLES 
intvl = 0; 
m = length(T); 
n = K - 1; 
p = 1; d = 1; e = K; f = 2; h = K; r = 0; 
X = zeros(m-n+1,1); 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE NUMBER OF INTERVALS IN KNOT VECTOR 
for i = 1 : m - 1 
    if T(i) < T(i+1) 
        count = 1; 
    else 
        count = 0;  
    end 
    intvl = intvl + count; 
    i = i + 1; 
end 
intvl; 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CREATE SYMBOLIC 'N' ARRAY 
for i = 1:K + intvl 
    for j = 1:intvl 
    N(i,j*K) = t; 
    end 
end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE BASIS FUNCTIONS 'N' 
for k = 1:intvl 
    for i = 1:K + intvl 
        for j = d 
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            if i==e 
                N(i,j) = 1; 
            else 
                N(i,j) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    d = d + K; 
    e = e + 1; 
end 
for k = 1:intvl 
    for j = 2:K 
        for i = 1:K + intvl - 1 
            lh = iszero(t - T(i),T(i+j-1) - T(i)); 
            rh = iszero(T(i+j) - t,T(i+j) - T(i+1)); 
            N(i,j+r) = ((lh) * N(i,j+r-1)) + ((rh) * N(i+1,j+r-1)); 
        end 
    end 
        r = r + K; 
end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% ADDITIONAL MATRIX OPERATIONS 
N(K+intvl,:) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
%%%%%%%%%%% DELETING ALL NON'K'MULTIPLE COLUMNS OF 'N'%%%%%%%%%%% 
for j=1:intvl*K 
        I(1,j) = j; 
        j = j + 1; 
end 
for k = intvl:-1:1 
    I(:,k*K) = []; 
end 
N(:,I) = []; 
%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% GREVILLE ABSCISSAE CALCULATION 
for i = 1:m-n+1 
    while i < m-n+2 
        TG = sum(T(i:i+n-1)); 
        X(i)=(1/n)*TG; 
        i = i + 1; 
    end 
end 
%% %%%%%%%%%%% DELETE FIRST 2 AND LAST 2 VALUES OF X %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
X(m-n+1) = [];          %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(m-n) = [];            %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(2) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X(1) = [];              %DELETE EXTRA ROW USED FOR CALCULATION 
X 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%ADD DERIVATIVES TO 'N' 
DLIM = intvl * ODE; 
i = 1; 
for j = intvl + 1:intvl + DLIM 
        N(:,j) = diff(N(:,i)); 
        i = i + 1; 
end 
N 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CALCULATE 'P' 
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clear t 
PEQ = Binit * N; 
Pinit = subs(PEQ); 
P2 = transpose(Pinit); 
  
for h = 1:intvl 
    phi(h,1) = P2(h,1); 
end 
phi; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%CALCULATE 'B' VALUES%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         %%%%% DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION PARAMETERS %%%%% 
% E*P''+ H = 0 
E = 1; 
for i = 1:intvl 
    H(i,1) = (LOAD/(ELASTICITY*INERTIA))*cos(phi(i)); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i = 1:intvl 
    EQ(i,1) = (E*P2(i+ODE*intvl))/L^2 + H(i); 
end 
EQ; 
VARCNT = length(X); 
UNKCNT = length(Binit)-2; 
i = 1; 
for k = 1:VARCNT 
        if X(k) <= T(K+i) 
            t = X(k); 
            eq(k) = subs(EQ(i,1)); 
            Nf = eval(N); 
            for j = 1:UNKCNT 
                A(k,j)= H(i) + (E*Nf(j+1,i+2*intvl))/L^2; 
            end 
        else 
            i = i+1; 
            t = X(k); 
            eq(k) = subs(EQ(i,1)); 
            Nf = eval(N); 
            for j = 1:UNKCNT 
                A(k,j)=H(i) + (E*Nf(j+1,i+2*intvl))/L^2; 
            end 
        end 
end 
B1=0;B2=0;B3=0;B4=0;B5=0;B6=0;B7=0;B8=0;B9=0;B10=0; 
remain = transpose(-eval(eq)); 
B = inv(A)*remain; 
eq 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%SUBSTITUTE 'B' VALUES INTO 'P'%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
syms B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 
%%%% ASSIGN SYMBOLIC 'B' VALUES BETWEEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS %%%%% 
%%%%% FROM NONLINEAR SOLVER %%%%%% 
B2 = .8049; 
B3 = 1.4119; 
B4 = 1.4418; 
B5 = B4; 
  
clear t 
for i = 1:intvl; 
    ANS(i,1) = subs(P2(i)); 
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end 
ANS; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%PLOT APPROXIMATE SOLUTION%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
figure(2) 
v=1; 
if intvl == 1 
    for j = 1:K 
        xfin = 0:0.01:L; 
        t = xfin / L; 
        FINANS = subs(ANS); 
        plot(xfin,FINANS,'k');title('LOAD CASE 5: P = 1.00 lbs');xlabel('ARC 
LENGTH(in)');ylabel('SLOPE(radians)'); 
        hold on 
    end 
else 
    for i = 0:intvl - 1 
        xfin  = T(K+i)*L:0.01:T(K+1+i)*L; 
        t = xfin / L; 
        i = i + 1; 
        FINANS = subs(ANS(i,1)); 
        plot(xfin,FINANS,'k');title('SLOPE VS. ARCLENGTH');xlabel('ARC 
LENGTH(in)');ylabel('SLOPE(radians)'); 
        v = v + 1; 
        hold on 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% PLOT BASIS FUNCTIONS 
figure(1) 
if intvl == 1 
    for j = 1:K 
        t = 0:0.01:1; 
        Q = subs(N(j,1)); 
        plot(t,Q);title('BASIS FUNCTIONS');xlabel('t');ylabel('N(t)'); 
        hold on 
    end 
else 
    for i = 0:intvl - 1 
        t  = T(K+i):0.01:T(K+1+i); 
        i = i + 1; 
        for j = 1:K+intvl-1 
            Q = subs(N(j,i)); 
            plot(t,Q);title('BASIS FUNCTIONS');xlabel('t');ylabel('N(t)'); 
            hold on 
        end 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% COMPARE RESULTS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
j = 1; 
BS =length(FINANS); 
CALCANS = FINANS(BS); 
exact = 82*(pi/180); 
  
fprintf(1,'\nComputed Solutions With Error\n'); 
fprintf(1,'    No     approx       exact       %%RelErr\n'); 
fprintf(1,' ------ ------------ ------------ ------------\n'); 
err = 100*abs(1 - CALCANS(j)/exact(j)); 
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fprintf(1,'%6.0f %12.5f %12.5f %12.4e\n',j,CALCANS(j),exact(j),err); 
  
t = s/L; 
FINEQ = subs(ANS) 
 
function out = iszero(num,den) 
if den == 0 
    out = 0; 
else 
    out = num/den; 
end 
return 
 
 
Non-Linear Matlab Function for Example Problem 6 
function F = myfun(x) 
P = 1.00; 
F = [((-
11/5000)*x(1)+(1/2500)*x(2)+(1/5000)*x(3))+(P/1000)*cos(0.5648*x(1)+0.1296*x
(2)+.009259*x(3)); 
     (3/5000)*x(1)-
(3/2500)*x(2)+(3/5000)*x(3)+(P/1000)*cos(0.25*x(1)+0.5*x(2)+.25*x(3)); 
     (1/5000)*x(1)+(1/2500)*x(2)-
(3/5000)*x(3)+(P/1000)*cos(.009259*x(1)+0.1296*x(2)+.8611*x(3))]; 
 
Command Lines Needed in Matlab 
 
x0=[0;1;1.4]; 
options = optimset('TolFun',.00000000000000000001); 
options = optimset('Display','iter'); 
[x,fval] = fsolve(@myfun,x0,options) 
 
